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Abstract 

For commodity-production organization, AkzoNobel's sBU Salt, an analysis has been done in order to further 

professionalize its planning and control structure. Planning responsibilities have been separated and partially re

allocated to decrease the current top-down involvement in planning . A policy is developed which enables the 

organization to allocate production capacity on strategic level to one of their markets, the road salt business. 

According to that new policy, a proposal is made to increase current storage capacity for road salt and in which 

regions of the Netherlands this expansion in storage capacity should be. 
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Preface 

This report includes the description of the final thesis project that is conducted at AkzoNobel, more 

specifically at sBU Salt, a sub-division of business unit Base Chemicals. This final thesis project is 

conducted in order to receive the Master' s degree in Operations Management & Logistics from the 

Eindhoven University of Technology. Supported by the members of the sub-group that works on the 

research field of the process industry within the science group Operations, Planning, Accounting and 

Control, the final thesis project is carried out from 14th of January 2008 until the 31th of June 2008. 

First I want to thank my first thesis advisor professor dr. ir. A.G. De Kok and daily supervisor Albert 

Jan Pieterse. Professor de Kok helped me with framing my work conceptually and gave me advise on 

how to position my project within the vision of the management team of sBU Salt. During the thesis 

project, Albert Jan Pieterse, manager logistics salt at AkzoNobel ' s sBU Salt, gave me the information 

I needed to perform my calculations. As an advisor he was always available and willing to discuss my 

issues regarding the project. I want to thank him for his patience and his willingness to help. 

Furthermore, the participants of the steering team, which was responsible for monitoring the progress 

of the project and aiding on conceptual level, should be thanked. John Schelhaas, operations manager 

Salt, and Olivier Hayard, marketing and sales manager Salt, were involved in the project. With 

meetings that were arranged on regular basis intermediate results were presented by me and the 

steering team gave their vision on the validity of the results and how my work could be further 

improved. Also I want to thank professor dr. ir. J.C. Fransoo, for advising me during the final phase of 

my project. 

Finally I need to thank my friends and family for supporting me during my study and especially during 

the final phase, this thesis project. 

Melvin Spalburg, 

Eindhoven, June 2008 
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Management summary 

When sBU Salt acknowledged that there were some problems in its planning and control structure, a 

project named spider web was initiated. Core problem definition was a relatively vulnerable due to a 

not well-documented control structure that had several consequences for the operational performance 

of sBU Salt. By structuring the present problem it was possible to formulate the following problem 

definition: Problem definition: 
"SBU Salt's planning and control structure is currently vulnerable to 

unforeseen situations and needs to be assessed." 

Furthermore the steering team expressed that sBU Salt is growing and more will be required from the 

organization in the future . Therefore, for the re-design phase of this thesis project, it was important to 

determine how the organization should be designed, such that it is robust and reliability is ensured in 

both normal and contingency mode. The main research question for the re-design phase is formulated 

as follows : 
Research question: 

"How can the organization be designed in such a way, that it is robust and 
reliability is ensured in both normal and contingency mode." 

The main objective of the spider web project was to find an answer for the problem definition: 

Project objective: 

"Professionalize the planning and control structure of AkzoNobel Salt" 

Once the analysis of sBU Salt was completed, it was possible to draw several conclusions. These 

findings were used to formulate different deliverables for the re-design of the structure of planning and 

control at sBU Salt. From the analysis and diagnosis phase of the following conclusions were drawn: 

• Tactical skills of (central) master planning and local planning are insufficient; 

• Planning responsibilities are not well-formulated, separated and formalized; 

• Information sharing on planning deviations is currently not possible due to working in separate 

Excel-spreadsheets; 

• A formalized decision structure for contingency situations is currently lacking; 

• Increase of contractual exposure for road salt demand has increased with 33%, from 150 kt up 

to 200 kt starting in 2008; 

• Service level for CT & Specialties customers is sufficient, but for road salt it is not defined yet; 

After presenting these conclusions, the following three deliverables were set as assignment for the re

design phase. 
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For each deliverable several sub-deliverables were set as goals, that should be achieved once the thesis 

project is finished: 

I. Setup of the physical infrastructure of sBU Salt in the Netherlands: 

• Propose method to relate production capacity for the road salt market to service levels. 

• Define where future shortages in storage capacity will occur in different regions. 

• Define which physical (depot) setup suits best for sBU Salt. 

2. Contingency planning 

• Define contingency scenarios. 

• Define procedures, communication flows, decision makers for each contingency situation. 

3. Well-defined & separated planning responsibilities 

• Propose methods to improve tactical expertise for both bulk planning & local planning. 

• Propose methods to increase planning activities by local planning and separate responsibilities 

of master planning and local planning. 

The re-design of the setup of the physical infrastructure is proposed to support the decision making 

process on the future depot setup, but also to formalize managerial choices on the allocation of 

production to the road salt business. The newsvendor theory is applicable for the road salt business 

since inventory for this specific product is built up during the spring, summer and autumn, while 

actual demand only occurs during the winter season. This method is used in operations management to 

determine inventory levels, when demand for a single product is completely supplied from stock from 

one single stock keeping point (Petruzzi & Dada, 1998). Therefore, the newsvendor theory is used to 

support the management team in their decision to allocate production to the road salt business. 

Different levels of no-stockout probability were presented to the management team and it was decided 

to allocate 292 kt of annual production capacity to the road salt business, of which 195 kt will be 

produced and stored during the summer and 97 kt is produced during the winter. Since current storage 

capacity is insufficient to handle a road salt volume of 292 kt, several shortages in storage capacity 

will occur in different regions of the Netherlands. Several expansions in storage capacity were 

proposed to the management team. The following table shows which option was eventually 

recommended. 

Option 3: 

Delfzijl 

+27.000 

Hengelo Utrecht 

+32.000 

South 

+55.000 

annual costs : 

€ 3,653,225.78 

The second re-design proposal was given for the planning and control structure, in order to obtain a 

better formalized and separated planning responsibilities. The main objectives for this re-design 
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proposal was to propose methods to improve tactical expertise for both bulk planning & local planning 

and to increase tactical planning responsibilities by local planning. The result should be a separation of 

responsibilities between master planning and local planning. It was proposed to distinguish between 

regular and non-regular customers. The regular customers place orders with a fixed quantity in a fixed 

cycle. Local scheduling controls the planning for these regular customers on a monthly basis. In order 

to achieve a better separation of planning responsibilities and to increase the tactical expertise at both 

master planning and local scheduling, a time-phased plan should be introduced in which master 

planning determines how much product should be supplied to the regular customers for that month. 

Consecutively, local planning proposes within the 4-week boundaries, what production, inventory and 

supply levels will be for the regular customers. The call-off function of orders from non-regular 

customers remains the responsibility of master planning. 

Production budget 
[inducing"""' 

plamlng) 

r------------------------------ ------- --- -- ~ 

lntogr.Jled planning 
1001 

Not regular & regular 
customers 

-----r 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

- ------- - - - -- --- - -- - ------~ 

From the analysis it was concluded that a formalized decision structure for contingency situations is 

currently lacking. In the case of sBU Salt all major re-planning triggers are categorized as a 

contingency, when the fulfilment of an order larger than 10,000 mt is at risk. More specifically there is 

a contingency situation when the fulfillment of an order equal or larger than l 0,000 mt is in danger in 

case of full silos or when a customer places an order of 10,000 mt or larger in case of empty silos. 

Various causes were distinguished that can lead to a situation in which master planning is forced to 

deviate from the original planning. For each contingency situation different procedural steps are 

formulated that should result in a solution for the contingency. By formalizing who is responsible 

within the organization for making the decisions during a contingency, more transparency of the 

control structure is created. 

End of management summary. 
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1: General introduction 

This report is the description of the final thesis project that was conducted at sBU Salt, sub-division of 

AkzoNobel. During six months an analysis was done of the logistical organization and based on this 

analysis a number of proposals were made that contribute to sBU Salt. The information on which the 

analysis and re-design is based, is retrieved by having interviews with co-workers of sBU Salt and the 

data that they provided for this study. 

In section I . I a concise description of the background of Akzo Nobel is given. In Section 1.2, chapter I 

continues with the typology of sBU Salt. Section 1.3 presents the research design, and the phases of 

the thesis project are given . In section 1.4 the outline of the project is presented, including problem 

definition, main project objective and deliverables of the project. 

1.1 Background AkzoNobel 

ln 1969 the ' Algemeene Kunstzijde Unie N.V.' (AKU) merged with ' Koninklijke Zout Organon ' 

(KZO) to form AKZO. In 1994 AKZO and Nobel Industries merged to form Akzo Nobel. After 

another merge in 2007 with ICI, a global supplier of coatings, the name was changed into AkzoNobel. 

With the headquarters in the Netherlands, AkzoNobel serves customers throughout the world in five 

segments: performance coatings, decorative paints, specialty chemicals, technology & engineering and 

global image solutions. AkzoNobel's consolidated revenues for 2006 totaled EUR 10 billion'. Each 

segment is further differentiated into several businesses. With a long tradition in the chemicals 

industry and having a leading role in several market segments, AkzoNobel differentiates the activities 

in the specialty chemicals segment into six businesses (AkzoNobel, annual report of 2007): 

Surface chemistry 

Polymer chemicals 

Chemicals pakistan 

Pulp & paper chemicals 

Functional chemicals 

Base chemicals 

AkzoNobel supplies a wide variety of base, functional , specialty and specification chemicals that are 

used as raw and intermediate materials for the manufacture of many everyday items. Not only is 

AkzoNobel a key supplier to the polymer production and processing industries, but they are also the 

world leader in pulp bleaching chemicals, important producer of salt and remain a key player in the 

areas of functional chemicals and surfactants (AkzoNobel, annual report of 2007). With an emphasis 

1 
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on superior technologies and driving innovation, the Chemicals group is committed to sustainable 

growth, with the clear aim of consolidating or establishing leadership positions in strategic markets. 

1.2 Typology sBU Salt 

AkzoNobel Salt is an organization that operates in the process industry. Organizations operating in the 

process industry produce non-discrete products, i.e. not countable, but measurable quantities of 

products. Products are obtained in bulk, often liquid or gaseous, rather than in discrete units. 

Processing can take place either in batches or with a continuous flow of material. Although there are 

several definitions for the process industry, the following definition of the American Production and 

Inventory Control Society (APICS) is used as formulated by Fransoo & Rutten (1994): 

Process industries are businesses that add value to 
materials by mixing, separating, forming, or chemical 
reactions where processes may be either continuous or batch 

When literature is used to define process industry, the differences are emphasized with the discrete 

industry. The general distinction in common literature between the process and discrete industry is 

based on the aspects as presented in table 1.1. This distinction between process and discrete industries 

is based on some general characteristics: 

Table I. I: process vs. discrete industries 

process Industries Discrete Industries 

product type commodity Custom 

demand per product High Low 

routings Fixed Variable 

flexibility Low High 

volumes High Low 

changeover times High Low 

production to stock to order 

long-term planning capacity product design 

short-term planning utilization capacity utilization personnel 

Fransoo & Rutten (1994) 

Also in the Netherlands the process industry has an important role in the national economy. ln 2007 

the Dutch process industry performed 3% above the EU-average with a total turnover of EUR 50 

billion, which is the result of a 6.5% increase in industry turnover. In the Netherlands 25 % of capital 

investment value is made in the process industry, 20% of Dutch export is produced by the process 

industry. Therefore the process industry is a key factor in the Dutch economy. The total process 

industry of the German Ruhr-area, Belgium Flanders and the Netherlands is the second biggest 
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industry before Japan and after the US. This excellent position is especially obtained by a 

technological advantage, clustering and logistical integration (w3. VNCinl). 

1.3 Research design 

The scope of the project is all plants and depots of sBU Salt of BU Base Chemicals. Logistical 

functions that will be taken into account are planning, scheduling, inventory management, information 

systems, transport, order processing and purchasing functions that are related to logistical services. 

The thesis assignment as carried out at AkzoNobel is addressed as a business problem solving project. 

Business problem solving projects are usually initiated to improve the performance of a system. With 

the guidelines that Van Aken et al (2004) present business problem solving knowledge is obtained that 

will be directly used during the thesis project. Since the assignment as carried out at AkzoNobel has 

the goal to improve and re-design the organization of sBU Salt, the reflective cycle (figure 1.1) can be 

used to structure the business problem solving project. 

Developing 
technologlclll rulet 

I 
I 

Figure I. I: reflective cycle 

Choice of type of problem 11 

I Choice of cue 
I 

Regulllive cyde 

Reflection on results 

The basis of the reflective cycle is a business problem solving activity (Van Aken et al, 2004). The 

reflective cycle consists of choosing a type of business problem and than more specifically a specific 

problem case. After choosing a case the regulative cycle is initiated. The regulative cycle is an 

essential step in the reflective cycle and will be discussed below. After completion of the regulative 

cycle, the reflection on results can be started, with the aim of learning from the project for future 

similar projects. The result will be some technological rules, which can be used for the next project, 

with the same type of problem. By repeating the reflective cycle each project should result in more 

general knowledge on the problem type and case-specific elements are removed. After a number of 

cycles, the knowledge is more general and can also be used for other cases with the same problem 

type. The goal is to generate knowledge that can be used in other organizations with the same problem 

type. 
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The regulative cycle (figure 1.2), which is part of the reflective cycle (figure 1.1) inherits both the 

social and the material system. 

Figure 1.2: Regulative cycle 

evaluation 
Problemdeftnition 
design of projocl 

appr09dl 

Solution and * 
'-------t implemenllltion - -----' 

deoign 

(van Strien, 1975) 

The regulative cycle starts with defining the problem mess. In the problem mess all aspects that can 

have a relationship with the business problem are taken into account. The Ishikawa-method is a good 

method to create structure in the problem mess. From the problem mess a problem definition must be 

filtered and a design of the project approach must be developed. The problem definition forms the 

basis for the thesis project, since the objectives and eventual deliverables are derivatives of this 

problem definition. Also defining the problem correctly ensures that the problem owners in the 

organization are eventually satisfied with the work that has been done. 

The 'analysis and diagnosis' step in the regulative cycle is the analytical part if the project. In this 

phase both quantitative and qualitative research techniques can be used in order to evaluate the 

performance of the system. Furthermore, process knowledge is obtained that is used to generate more 

insight on the context and nature of the problem. In this step validity, reliability and controllability of 

the results are essential to really diagnose the system that is under examination (Audi, 1998). When 

the 'analysis and diagnosis'-phase is completed a start can be made with the development of solution 

concepts. As mentioned before, generating technological rules that can be used to solve the business 

problem and improve its performance, is one of the two steps within this phase. The technological 

rules can serve different solution concepts are grouped in such a way that the solution concept that will 

be implemented can be chosen. Once the solution concept is designed, the researcher can start with the 

implementation design. Together with the solution design, the implementation design forms input for 

the following phase, the 'implementation'. The implementation design inherits all conditions that must 

be satisfied before the solution concept can actually be implemented into the business system. 

Furthermore, the implementation design will describe in what sequence the different technological 

rules must be executed, such that the implementation will be successful. 
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Only if the solution design and implementation design are thorough and well-elaborated upon, the 

implementation can be successful. Clearly the implementation will fail if the wrong set of 

technological rules is chosen to solve the business problem. In the following phase of the regulative 

cycle, the evaluation, the whole study is evaluated by all actors that participated during the project. If 

the implementation was not successful, the evaluation must shed light on what went wrong. In this 

case it is not necessary to repeat the whole regulative cycle again, but the set of technological rules 

that is presumed to fit the problem best can be implemented as in the reflective cycle (see figure 1.1). 

1.4 Outline thesis project 

Business problems are often characterized by a mess of problem aspects and may have a multitude of 

interrelated causes. The Ishikawa-technique provides a good method to structure a problem mess, by 

categorizing the sub-problems and grouping all aspects that are relevant for that sub-problem. It might 

be the case that some of the aspects that are incorporated in the Ishikawa-diagram are fixed or not 

within the scope of the project. Still, they are included in the diagram, as presented in appendix J, to 

provide a complete insight on all problem aspects. A couple of interviews were held with project 

advisors A.J. Pieterse and B. Koene, prior to the start of the thesis project in January 2008. Combined 

with the information provided by the project steering team, it was possible to develop a problem 

definition. When sBU Salt acknowledged that there were some problems in their organizational 

processes, a project named Spider web was initiated. Core problem definition was a relatively 

vulnerable due to a not well-documented organizational structure that had several consequences for 

the operational performance of sBU Salt. During the interviews that were held in the analysis phase, a 

mixture of probable causes and effects were sketched that is included in an Ishikawa-diagram, see 

appendix J. With the Ishikawa-diagram it was possible to frame the analysis of sBU Salt and 

concretize what should be examined in such a way that the objective, as to be formulated, can be 

achieved . 

The following problem definition was formulated : 

Problem definition: 
"SBU Salt' s planning and control structure is currently vulnerable to 

unforeseen situations and needs to be assessed." 

During the analysis and diagnosis phase, the steering team expressed that sBU Salt is growing and 

more will be required from the organization in the future . Therefore, for the re-design phase it was 

important to determine how the organization should be designed, such that it is robust and reliability is 

ensured in both normal and contingency mode. Therefore the main research question for the re-design 

phase is formulated as follows: 

5 
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Research question: 
"How can the organization be designed in such a way, that it is robust and 

reliability is ensured in both normal and contingency mode." 

Eventually a number of deliverables must be achieved after finishing the thesis project. Main objective 

of the project is to find an answer to the problem definition by: 

Project objective: 

"Professionalize the planning and control structure of AkzoNobel Salt" 

Now the problem has been defined and an objective has been set, the analysis of sBU Salt was 

initiated. From the analysis phase a number of main conclusions could be drawn: 

• Tactical skills of master planning and local scheduling is insufficient; 

• Planning responsibilities are not well-formulated, separated and formalized; 

• information sharing on planning deviations is currently not possible due to working in separate 

Excel-spreadsheets; 

• A formalized decision structure for contingency situations is currently lacking; 

• increase of contractual exposure for RS demand has increased with 33%, from 150 kt up to 200 

kt for a minimum period of 5 years, starting in 2008 obliges sBU Salt to consider business 

strategy for RS and the needed depot setup; 

• Service level for CT & Specialties customers is sufficient, but for RS there is no idea; 

These conclusions were used to set three deliverables as assignment for the re-design phase: 

1. Physical setup of infrastructure 

• Propose method to link allocated production capacity for the RS market, with a service level. 

• Define what current and future shortages in storage need will be in different regions of the 

Netherlands. 

• Define which business case of the physical (depot) setup suits best for sBU Salt. 

2. Contingency planning 

• Define contingency scenarios. 

• Define procedures, communication flows, decision makers for each contingency situation. 

3. Well-defined & separated planning responsibilities 

• Propose methods to improve tactical expertise for both bulk planning & local planning. 

• Propose method to improve de-central power and decrease operational involvement of bulk 

planning. 
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For each of the three deliverables an analysis was done in order to assess the current situation. It is 

chosen to let the re-design chapters build on the conclusions from the chapters in which the analysis is 

described. Therefore each analysis chapter is directly followed by the corresponding re-design chapter. 

In chapter 3 the physical processes within the sBU Salt are analyzed. After this analysis, which leads 

to the conclusions as formulated earlier this section, in chapter 4 re-design proposals are described for 

the physical processes of sBU Salt. In chapter 5, the organizational functions: planning and control, 

the need for information and the organizational responsibilities on operational and tactical level are 

analyzed. The conclusions that are drawn from this chapter, result in re-design proposals as is 

described in chapter 6 and 7. All re-design proposals in chapter 4, 6 and 7 correspond to the 

deliverables that were formulated earlier this chapter. In appendices 0 , also the analysis of demand, an 

assessment of the production allocation model and the current evaluation structure are included, but 

these analyses were not directly used as input for the re-design proposals. 
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2: Introduction to analysis & diagnosis 

During a business-problem solving project the 'analysis and diagnosis ' phase in the regulative cycle is 

where the business system is analyzed. In this phase both quantitative and qualitative research 

techniques are used in order to evaluate the performance of the system. Furthermore, process 

knowledge is obtained by using more quantitative analyses, but also qualitative techniques like having 

depth interviews. A list of the persons that were interviewed during this phase is included in appendix 

A. The process knowledge that is obtained is used to generate more insight on the context and nature 

of the problem. In this chapter an analysis is given on the internal environment of sBU Salt. Hereby an 

important question is what should be analyzed. The Ishikawa-diagram supports one to focus on the 

relevant problem aspects. But the Ishikawa-diagram does not provide a framework focus these 

questions the organizational functions within sBU Salt. The PCIO-model (Process, Control, 

Information, Organization model) of Bemelmans (1998), as presented in figure 2.1, provides that 

framework which is needed to focus the scope of the analysis and re-design phase of this thesis 

project. 

Figure 2.1: PCJO-model 

MissiOn & Business strategy 

Logistical objective: Reliability 

Physical process 

lnformatiOn need & feed 

Organization: responsibilities 

Performance measurement 

The highlighted red parts of the PCIO-model in figure 2.1 are assessed in the analysis and diagnosis 

phase. The overall logistical objective for sBU Salt is reliability. "How do we ensure that customers 

are consistently supplied and with a good product quality? " The physical process primarily consists of 

the mining process, the production process, and the storage and handling of different qualities of salt. 
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The physical process should be designed in such a way that reliability is ensured, also in a changing 

external environment. Planning and control of the physical process is needed to achieve and maintain 

that reliability. In order to plan and control the physical process there is a certain need for information. 

The function of information processing can then be translated into an organization where 

responsibilities are well-defined and separated. 

As mentioned in chapter l , the following chapter 3 includes an analysis of the physical processes of 

sBU Salt. From this analysis the link is made to the first re-design proposal in chapter 4. 
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3: Analysis of physical processes 

In this section the internal environment of sBU Salt is assessed by analyzing the process and product 

characteristics of the sub-business unit. In section 3 .1 , first the various product types are assessed. After 

the product characterization, the (plant-) specific production and storage capacities are addressed in 

section 3.2. Full plant descriptions are included in appendix N. 

Bertrand et al ( 1990) provide a method in which a simplified physical process can be decomposed; 

structural decomposition by the distinguishing between the goods flow control system and the 

production system. The goods flow control system entails the planning and control function, where the 

production system is steered in such a way that raw material is released to the production system, 

capacity is allocated, work orders are released and demand is satisfied (mining of brine is regarded as 

black box and not within scope of this thesis). This point of view also shows which part of the physical 

process is within scope of the re-design. The structural decomposition for sBU Salt is presented in 

figure 3.1. At the first decoupling point, the planning and control function determines how much 

production is allocated to Hengelo, Delfzijl and Mariager. When the brine is purified, it can be sold to 

the market or further processed and dried (decoupling point 2). After drying several anti-caking agents 

are added to differentiate the products (decoupling point 3). At the last decoupling point (4), inventory 

is formed and actual supply takes place. This part, as marked in figure 3.1, is within scope in this 

chapter. 

10 
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3.1 Product characterization 

Production for sBU Salt takes place at Delfzijl and Hengelo in the Netherlands and in Mariager, 

Denmark. Furthermore, external storage of salt is located in Utrecht and Oss (Netherlands) and in 

Mariager and Naestved (Denmark). At the different production sites, several products are produced 

from the raw material, brine, which is obtained from mining brine fields. During this project, the salt 

mining process is out of scope and it is assumed, that the availability of brine is unlimited. In the figure 

3 .2 below, the product structure is given of the products that are in scope during the spider web project. 

Raw brine is the raw material for intermediate and end products. LAC, EO and MT A are chemical 

transformation salts and are therefore referred to as CT salt. LAC (low anti-caking salt) is obtained after 

adding a low quantity of an anti-caking ingredient called H-substance. EO is obtained after increasing 

the proportion of anti-caking and road salt (from now on referred to as 'RS') with even more anti

caking H-substance. Dry salt (DS) and wet salt (WS) are supplied to the sBU Specialties which is an 

internal customer of sBU Salt and purified brine is also sold to the RS market. 

Figure 3.2: product structure sBU Salt 

Table 3.1 presents the most important figures for demand in 2008. Table 3.1 shows that the CT market 

is the most important segment for sBU Salt. Specialties' salt, that is sold to internal customer sBU 

Specialties, is the second largest segment. And the road salt segment is a relatively small part of the 

total salt volume .. 

Table 3.1: expected salt demand in 2008 

product kilo tons 

CT Salt 4,170 

Road Salt 345 

Salt specialties 830 

total: 5,345 
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3.2 Plant and depot characteristics 

The salt-production site in Mariager, Denmark, exists of one production installation. The Mariager site 

is situated at a 'fjord' , a salt water lake that is accessible by sea vessels, smaller than 2,000 mt. At 

Mariager there is a storage barn with a capacity of 27,000 mt for RS and a storage barn with a capacity 

of 35,000 mt for EO. In Hengelo there are three installations: the E and F-installation, which are 

powered by steam, and the G-installation (also referred to as the MVR), which is powered by 

electricity. Only LAC is made to stock (MTS) in Hengelo, while WS is directly supplied from 

production via a transport belt to the plant of sBU Specialties, according to the make-to-order (MTO) 

principle. MT A is not produced in Hengelo. The final production flow is that of mother liquor which is 

a waist product of LAC, but can be sold to a small number of customers. 

After production, depending on what the customer desires, LAC is further processed from stock to EO 

or RS and loaded onto a vessel. Due to the location of the plant, only barges can reach the plant, since 

sea vessels are too large to reach the Hengelo site. For loading trucks there is a separate salt-freight 

installation available. Storage takes place in one salt silo and the maximum capacity is 32,000 mt which 

is exclusively used for LAC salt. ln Delfzijl there are three production installations: referred to as the A

' B- and C-installation, which are all powered by steam. ln 20 I 0 a new production installation will be 

ready, a MVR, which will increase annual production capacity by 350,000 mt. ln Delfzijl, only EO and 

MTA are produced according to the MTS principle. WS is supplied MTO to sBU Specialties. Delfzijl 

has two vessel salt freight installations; one for barges and a sea-freight installation for sea vessels. 

There are three silos, one mechanical silo of 16,000 mt for dry salt and a conventional silo for bromine 

low EO (capacity 20,000 mt) and a conventional barn for bromine normal EO or MT A (capacity 15,000 

mt). The mechanical silo differs from the conventional one, since it is filled with OS from the transport 

belt and can be automatically taken out of the mechanical silo. Table 3 summarizes the production and 

storage capacity of all entities that are part of sBU Salt. 

Table 3.2: production & storage capacity 

reduction• Stora e 

Delfzijl 2,332 35 

Hengelo 2,495 32 

Mariager (EO) 619 35 

Mariager (RS) 27 

Utrecht (RS) 80 

Oss (RS) 55 

•reservation unplan-

ned reduction sto s -100 

total: 5,346 264 
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3.3 Inventory management2 

Objective of this section is to assess to what degree inventory is managed and which rules are used. The 

inventory control of the CT salts and RS is assessed separately since these businesses differ essentially 

from each other. Section 3.1 includes a detailed goods flow structure with all plants, storage places and 

products. 

3.3.1 Inventory management CT 

In the diagram below, all goods flows are presented from plants to stock points and markets. In the 

Netherlands and in Denmark there are some temporary external depots, which are used to store RS. 

These storage points are not included in figure 3.3 as they do not belong to sBU Salt's fixed logistical 

infrastructure. Each hourglass represents a decoupling (or decision point) in which products are 

separated as to be supplied to the CT market, Specialties market and RS market. 

Figure 3.3: goods flow structure sBU Salt 

Dellzi~ 

EO 

Henge lo 

EO,RS 

EO RS 

EO 
Manager transfonne to RS 

EO 
RS 

The goods flow diagram (figure 3.3) shows from which entities products go to the customer. Production 

management at SBU Salt is primarily focused on achieving the highest possible production levels, 

instead of balancing production supply and demand. From the input side of the inventory control 

2 
(see full plant description in appendix N) 
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problem, the continuous flow production, there is small process uncertainty. Product lead times are 

deterministic: they solely depend on the availability of production capacity. Main uncertainty at sBU 

Salt is the machine availability. At the moment, it is assumed that each production site should consider 

an unplanned shutdown of for three days of an installation per year, which will result in an annual 

production loss of 7,000 mt salt. It is assumed that over all three plants there is an annual production 

loss of I 00,000 mt, due to unplanned production stops. Currently, production is focused on maintaining 

the production level as high as possible. At local scheduling level, both the level of week production 

and the loading of salt onto vessels are planned. 

On central and local level, primarily full-production is the aim. Therefore production is only decreased 

when on central level instructs a reduction in production at one of the three production sites, due to 

overcapacity. The production of salt is not done in lot sizes. It is performed in an ongoing flow either 

MTS or MTO, depending on the product that is made. The following example illustrates that at 

operational level, the emphasis is not on inventory control but on achieving a high plant utilization: 

"Hengelo: this year we want to achieve a new production record. " Taking this into account it can be 

concluded that inventory is not actually managed at operational level. The depth interviews that were 

held in Mariager, revealed that no real guidelines are known in which inventory should be controlled. 

Only when large orders are foreseen in for example the 8-week plan, the inventory level is steered 

upwards. Theoretical inventory is calculated on a daily and weekly basis. Actual inventory is checked 

by estimation (salt quantities in the silos are estimated by sight) on a monthly basis from which SAP 

figures are adapted. Supply from the plants is done either by sea vessels, barges or trucks. On the output 

side of inventory control process uncertainty is caused by the exact arrival time of sea or barges. Local 

logistical managers keep contact with the shipping company in order to be informed on the precise 

arrival time of vessels. Data on production, inventory and supply in 2007 is used to compare the 

average stock quantities of the different plants are quite high compared to the average weekly flow of 

incoming production and outgoing supplied goods (see table 3.3). 

Table 3.3: supply data 2007, disregarding Specialties 

in mt: Henaelo Delfziil Mariaaer 

average day supply: 4,638 5,963 847 

maximum day production: 5,310 6,016 929 

maximum storage capacity: 35,000 32,000 35,000 

full inventory turnover rate (in days) : 7 5 38 

actual average inventory level/ week 19,424 19,093 22,063 

actual averaoe inventory turnover rate (days) 4 3 24 
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In Delfzijl inventory is built up in order to be able to supply large sea vessels (around 10,000 mt). In 

Hengelo on the other hand only barges can enter the channel at which the production site is located. 

With the figures as shown in table 2, it must be mentioned that a full storage barn at Hengelo and 

Delfzijl, with an average supply per day of 4,638 mt and 5,963 mt can be empty in seven and five days 

respectively days. In Mariager the average daily supply is less, on average 930 mt per day, making the 

stock cycle length around 38 days. Especially for Mariager the analysis shows that the relatively high 

stocks of 2007 are not necessary. Other than in Delfzijl, sea vessels larger than 2,000 mt, can't enter the 

salt water lake at which the Mariager plant is situated. Therefore the high inventory levels in Mariager 

as shown in table 3.3, can not be explained by large sea vessels as is the case in Delfzijl. 

From the analysis of the inventory management at Delfzijl, it was found that in the future more 

customers will attend the dock at the Delfzijl site with larger sea vessels. For the period 2006 - 2010 a 

graph (graph 3.1) was made for the size of the sea vessels in Delfzijl. The number of medium-sized 

vessels (5 - 10 kt) has decreased significantly from 2006 to 2008, while in 2008 six times more large 

sea vessels (10- 15 kt) will be supplied in Delfzijl compared to 2006. This number of large sea vessels 

will further increase in the future since it is cost-wise more efficient for customers to replenish in large 

quantities. Extremely large sea vessels of size 15 - 22 kt are expected to remain at the same level in the 

upcommg years. 

Graph 3.1: future shipments Delfzijl 

Size shipments Delfzijl 

50 
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In section 3.4 the most important findings of this section are discussed. In the following section the 

inventory management of RS is analyzed and diagnosed. 
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3.3.2 Inventory management RS 

One of the starting points of the spider web project is that the management team of sBU Salt desires 

that in the future only EO is stored at depots. Therefore, EO will be converted at the site in order to 

obtain RS. This convertion is a relatively simple ' production' step; anti-caking substance is sprayed on 

a moving belt of EO. The convertion time is therefore no bottleneck and irrelevant as a production 

step. Demand for RS has a seasonal pattern. During the winter the demand is much higher than during 

the summer, when there are some deliveries according to contractual agreements. Since the demand 

for RS depends on the weather, the RS business has an uncertainty factor for sBU Salt. In this section 

it is shown how inventory is currently managed for the RS business. Inventory for RS in NL is 

currently being build up linearly during the year, according to the following principle: 

i. RS seasons: 

Winter season: 

Summer season: 

ii. RS storage capacity in depots: 

Depot Utrecht: 

Depot Oss: 

iii. Yearly quantity RS: 

Production during summer: 

Production during winter: 

Uncertainty reservation in demand: 

Option to purchase 

3.4 Conclusion 

(115,000/ 2) 

(100,000 * 0.55) = 

November- February (4 months) 

March - October (8 months) 

80,000 mt 

55,000 mt 

135,000 mt excl. safety stock Bayer 

130,000 mt 

65,000 mt 

55,000 mt 

15,000 mt 

265 ,000 mt 

In order to keep up with the stable annual growth in CT demand of 2 - 3 %, there are almost 

continuously de-bottlenecking programs performed at the plants of Hengelo and Delfzijl. Also with the 

new MVR that is being built in Delfzijl and will be available in 2010, production capacity is sufficient 

to keep up with the growth in demand. But, as mentioned in section 2.2.2, an expected bottleneck is the 

growth of large sea vessels that need to be supplied from Delfzijl. This will increase the pressure on the 

current storage and load capacity, since a large sea vessel can consume 10 - 15 kt, which is around 33 -

50 % of the total storage capacity at Defzijl. Combined with the fact that more product types are made 

to stock in Delfzijl (around five product types) than in Hengelo (one product type) and Mariager (two 

product types), it is expected that a bottleneck in storage and load capacity might arise in Delfzijl. This 
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aspect is taken into account when a re-design is proposed for the setup of the physical infrastructure in 

the Netherlands. 

The total summer production of RS is put on stock by barge from Delfzijl to Utrecht and from 

Hengelo to Oss. Important is that the contract volumes that are agreed upon with customers are not 

included in the above calculation. The linear division of production enables sBU Salt to control and 

monitor the production capacity that is being allocated to RS during the summer. With each RS 

customer a contract is set. The majority of these contracts include a maximum exposure of which sBU 

Salt is contractually obliged to be able to deliver during a winter. Since sBU Salt is the largest supplier 

of de-icing salt, they strive to deliver even more than the contractual exposure during a hard winter. 

Therefore it would be better to find a level of capacity allocation that is reserved for the RS business, 

by a calculation that also regards a certain reliability level. 

At the moment the customer service level for CT and specialties' customers is good. There is a good 

score on the OTIF service level indicator, which is the most important indicator for sBU Salt. One of 

the discussions with the steering team was, whether it would be possible to maintain the same customer 

service level with lower inventory levels. When the replenishments during the week in Hengelo and 

Delfzijl are unusually high, there is often no other possibility than to build stock up to the maximum 

capacity of the silo. Since the key customers (see appendix K) are replenished from Hengelo and 

Delfzijl, it is also not really possible to manage demand. Also in the re-design phase this topic was 

further analyzed and it was concluded, as also will be discussed in section 4.2, that management of 

inventory in Delfzijl and Mariager is currently hard to perform. Still, the situation in Mariager is 

different. Demand is lower and the replenishment quantities and replenishment frequency of customers 

via Mariager are also lower. Table 3.3 shows that the current inventory levels in Mariager are actually 

too high. Initiatives need to be undertaken to resolve this problem. During the remainder of this thesis 

project, in the re-design phase the inventory situation in Mariager is not within scope, but a notion is 

placed at the management team on this issue. 

For the RS business, sBU Salt has allocated a proportion of total production capacity to this segment 

without measuring which service level is desired from the customers. There is no connection made 

between the contractual exposure and the service level that is required. In the re-design phase a 

proposal is made to relate the contractual exposure with the proportion of production capacity that is 

allocated to the RS business. The aim with this method is to provide sBU Salt with a simple tool to 

support the production allocation decision in such a way that the organization knows how reliable it is 

in this segment. 
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4: Re-design of physical process 

The re-design of the road salt policy that is proposed in this chapter will support the decision making 

process on the future depot setup and fonnalize managerial choices on the allocation of production to 

the RS business. In section 3 .1, the method of structural decomposition by Bertrand ( 1998) was used 

to frame that part of the physical process that is within scope for the re-design. In this chapter a re

design for the depot setup is proposed. Section 4.2 presents a new allocation method for the RS 

business, enables sBU Salt to connect reliability to the allocation of production. On operational level a 

working method is proposed, to control the convertion of EO to RS that was shortly mentioned in 

section 3.2. When a service level is chosen in section 4.2, the corresponding RS volume is used to 

develop six different scenarios. For each of the scenarios costs are calculated and business 

implications are mentioned. In section 4.4 a conclusion is given. 

4.1 Shared storage RS & CT 

lmportant for sBU Salt is to assessed what the future storage need will be in Hengelo and Delfzijl. 

Also an assessment is made on the depots in Utrecht and Oss, regarding the future need for storage 

capacity. ln the RS business, demand depends on the nature of the winter and is therefore much more 

uncertain than CT demand. Since in the future stock in external depots will moreover consist of EO (to 

be processed to RS), sBU Salt needs to take an important decision regarding the storage capacity it 

wants to reserve for their RS market in the Netherlands. As inventory has a buffering function and can 

be influenced either by management of production or by management of demand, both methods were 

discussed in section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Since the plants moreover operate under full production, the issue 

was whether it is possible to steer the inventory level by managing CT demand. This would make it 

possible to calculate what the need for stock is either via simulation or statistical calculations. Steering 

on CT inventory levels would ensure that current storage capacity could be used more optimally and 

that in the future it could be combined with storage of RS. In the re-design phase, more infonnation 

was obtained and it was concluded that in the current business of sBU Salt, the majority of the vessels 

and barges are being supplied according to the free on board (FOB)-principle. Operating under FOB 

includes that the customer hires the transportation mean. Juridical and logistical responsibility for 

Akzo ends at the moment that the product has been loaded onto the transportation mean. In order to 

decrease costs, vessels and barges operate with a fixed and constant routing between customer and 

supplier of goods. With the FOB principle that is used by the shipping company, combined with the 

fixed and constant frequency of navigation between customer and supplier, there is almost no 

opportunity for sBU Salt to manage demand. Therefore inventory is hard to manage on the demand 

side of the production-supply balance. In line with this argumentation, it was not chosen to develop a 

simulation model to detennine the need for CT inventory, since it would not be applicable in practice. 
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statistical 1 
silo slack 

target 
inventory 

Figure 4.1: theoretical silo slack 

stock level 
CT products 

Since it is hardly possible to manage demand, this topic was not further included in the re-design. It is 

concluded that shared stock keeping points for both CT and RS purposes are not possible, due to the 

small control over the replenishment moments in the CT market. 

4.2 Two level-working methods 

In this section a tactical as well as an operational working method is proposed for RS . On tactical level 

a total volume will be determined that should be sufficient to satisfy the RS demand with a certain 

level of reliability. The newsvendor theory is used in operations management to determine inventory 

levels, when demand for a single product is completely supplied from stock from one single stock 

keeping point (Petruzzi & Dada, 1998). The newsvendor theory is applicable for the RS business since 

inventory for this specific product is built up during the spring, summer and autumn, while actual 

demand only occurs during the winter season. In the situation of sBU Salt, RS demand is not 

completely supplied completely from stock since RS production during the winter is possible. 

Currently there are two depots in which RS is stored, Utrecht and Oss. These two depots are assessed 

as one single storage unit and the newsvendor theory is used to determine a total volume that should 

be sufficient to satisfy annual demand for RS. On operational level an inventory strategy will be 

proposed on how RS inventory should be controlled by converting EO to RS to satisfy demand. Also 

the corresponding parameter settings will be calculated. 
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4.2.1 Working method tactical level 

As described earlier, inventory for RS is built up during the summer up to a certain level. Hereby it is 

assumed that the total need for RS inventory is regarded as one pile that will be further allocated to 

Utrecht, Oss/ HGL/ DZL or anywhere else in the Netherlands. During the winter a number of 

replenishments are made from the plants to the depots. Therefore three aspects are important for the 

future allocation and determination of stock levels for the RS business: 

1. Total volume of RS to satisfy demand 

2. Available production capacity during the winter season 

3. Starting inventory at the beginning of a winter season 

The following figure sketches the relationship between these three aspects: 

Figure 4.2: three aspects for RS allocation 

/I'- 1--------------------- newsvendor setting 

1 availa~le production 
capacity 

total available 
quantity of RS 1--------------------- starting inventory 

"-V~----------------

The first step is to determine the total volume of RS demand by evaluating the newsvendor setting 

during the winter season in order to fulfill replenishments. The following three assumptions are used 

during first step: 

Assumption 1: Annual demand is a normally distributed. 

Assumption 2: Total summer and winter production of RS result in the newsvendor volume. 

Assumption 3: RS stock is built up in Utrecht and Oss during the summer season, before the winter 

season starts in November. 

For each level of reliability (i.e. service level) the corresponding Newsvendor volume is determined. 

The probability that the total volume of annual RS demand is larger than the Newsvendor volume, DS, 

is expressed with service level </J;. The higher service level </J;, the higher the Newsvendor volume must 

be in order to satisfy the condition: 
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P{E(D(O,R]) < DS;} ~ </>; 

i = [l,2,3,4,5] 

<P1 = 0,997 

</>2 = 0,990 

</J3 = 0,980 

</>4 = 0,950 

</>5 = 0,900 

</>6 = 0,850 

</>1 = 0,800 

</>8 =0,750 

(1) 

For this calculation it is assumed that annual demand (R = 1 year) is normally distributed in order to 

calculate the total volume as described above. Table 1 shows average and the standard deviation of RS 

demand over the period 2000 - 2007. The corresponding coefficient of variance (Cv) over this period 

is extrapolated to determine what the standard deviation will be in the future with a higher maximum 

exposure. 

Table 4. 1: demand analysis RS 2000-2007 

Estimates: 

average demand (in tons) 

standard deviation (in tons) 

coefficient of variance 

contractual exposure (in tons) 

averaqe/ exposure 

143,000 mt 

59,704 mt 

0.42 

150,000 mt 

0.95 

Therefore, µ = 0.95 -Maximum Exposure and (J' = 0.42 . µ.If this calculation is used to find the 

reliability level in the old situation, the following estimators are found for the mean demand and the 

standard deviation: 

µ = 0.95 · 150,000 = 143,000 mt 

CY = 0.42 · 143,000 = 63,000 mt. 

P{E(D(O, R]) <Si} (2) 

p( x ~ ;;J ____,~{ 2656~143) ~ 0.98 (3) 

In the old situation the reliability level was equal to 98%. For the winter season 2008-2009 and in the 

upcoming years the maximum contractual exposure of RS demand in the Netherlands will be around 

250 kt, instead of 150 kt in the last 8 years. The average contractual exposure will be 200 kt. The 

coefficient of variance over the period 2000 - 2006 (Cv = 0.42) is extrapolated to the new maximum 

exposure of 200 kt to determine the total volume with the Newsvendor theory. 
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The estimates for the average demand and standard deviation in annual demand are: 

µ = 0.95 · 200,000=191 ,000 mt 

cr = 0.42 · I 91,000 = 80,000 mt. 

Table 4.2 shows to which total volume of RS each service level </>; leads. This table was developed in 

order to support the management team of sBU Salt in their decision-making for the new RS volume. 

Since the total exposure has increased from 150 kt to 200 kt, for each service level an investment in 

extra storage capacity is needed. With formula (1) different Newsvendor-volumes (DSi) have been 

calculated and are presented in table 4.2. The following cost construction was used to develop table 

4.2: 

• costs to serve: handling cost (€ 1,25/ mt) + transport cost by barge (€ 0,86/ mt) + VPC (€ 

11 ,00/ mt) + storage cost external depot(€ 5,30/ mt)+ storage cost internal silo(€ 1,82/ mt); 

• depreciation rate: 10% per year of investment; 

• cost of capital : 8% per year of investment; 
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New exposure: 
P{D < S} = 
service level 

level 1: 0, 997 

level 2: 0, 99 

level 3: 0, 98 

level 4: 0, 95 

level 5: 0, 90 

level 6: 0,85 

level 7: 0,80 

level 8: 0,75 

level 9: 0,70 

• Column (I): 

• Column (2): 

• Column (3): 

• Column (4): 

• Column (5): 

• Column (6): 

• Column (7): 

• Column (8): 

• Column (9): 

Table 4.2: service level vs. cost to serve 

(4) 
Shortage (7) Annual 

(2) Total (3) Reserved region(s) depreciation 
(l)Total quantity to production Utrecht & (5) Shortage and cost of 
volume put on capacity during South regions DZL capital from 

allocated to stock during the winter: during & HGL (6) Annual investment in 
RS business summer (1) -(2) winter during winter costs to serve storage 

409 273 136 125 68 € 8,401,351 .00 € 521,47 5.00 

376 251 125 108 63 € 7,723,491 .00 € 479,400.00 

354 236 11 8 97 59 € 7,271,585.00 € 451,350.00 

321 214 107 81 54 € 6,593,725.00 € 409,275.00 

292 195 97 66 49 € 5,998,030.00 € 372,300.00 

273 182 91 57 46 € 5,607,7 48.00 € 348,075.00 

257 171 86 49 43 € 5,279,088.00 € 327,675.00 

244 163 81 42 41 € 5,012,053.00 € 311, l 00.00 

232 155 77 36 39 € 4,7 65,558.00 € 295,800.00 

Total volume allocated to RS. 

8/12 of total volume is put to stock during the summer. 

4/12 of total volume is reserved production during the winter. Column (3) = ( I) - (2) 

Each total RS volume results in a summed shortage in storage capacity over the regions Utrecht and the South. 

Summed shortage in storage capacity over the regions Delfzij l and Hengelo. 

Annual cost to serve including variable production cost, handling & transport cost, internal and external storage cost. 

Annual depreciation cost (I 0% rate) and cost of capital (8% rate) of investment. Investment is € 1.000.000,- per 20 kt. 

Total annual cost for RS business. 

The difference in cost to move up or down between service levels. 
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(8) Total annual 
costs: (9) marginal 

(7) + (8) + (9) costs 

€ 8,922,825.80 € 719,934.60 

€ 8,202,891 .20 € 479,956.40 

€ 7,722,934.80 € 719,934.60 

€ 7,003,000.20 € 632,669.80 

€ 6,370,330.40 € 414,507.80 

€ 5,955,822.60 € 349,059.20 

€ 5,606,7 63.40 € 283,610.60 

€ 5,323, 152.80 € 26 1,794.40 

€ 5,061,358.40 
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This table was proposed to the steering team and it was decided to choose service level </>2 = 0.90, 

corresponding to a RS volume of 292 kt. 

For this calculation it was assumed that annual demand is normally distributed. This is a risky 

assumption since the sample size was only seven years. In order to assess the robustness of the service 

level outcomes, the sensitivity of S5 for changes in the coefficient of variance was tested. The Cv of 

0.42 was incrementally increased with steps of 20% until the original coefficient of variance was 

increased with 100%. The larger the Cv is, the larger the uncertainty will be and the bigger the 

standard deviation. This will have an impact on the calculation as done in formula (I), where under the 

assumption of a normal distributed annual demand, different RS volumes were calculated. Graph 4.1 

shows that a 100% increase of the coefficient of variance will lead to a 36% increase in total volume 

S5• If the S5-line was above the tred line, S5 could presumed to be highly sensitive for changes in Cv, 

while now it can be stated that S5 is quite robust for changes in the coefficient of variance; the 

assumption of normally distributed demand moderates the effect of the Cv on the total volume. 
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80% ti) 
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Graph 4.1 : sensitivity analysis Cv 

influence Cv on total volume Ss 
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change in Cv 
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With the new exposure of 200 kt, sBU Salt chose to operate on a reliability level of 90%. Operating on 

a reliability level of 0.90 implies that sBU Salt allocates 292 kt of production capacity to the RS 

business. The following question is: which part of the Newsvendor-volume should be on stock when 

the winter season starts? During the winter season replenishments are possible. Therefore the starting 

inventory level at the 1st of November does not have to be equal to the whole newsvendor RS-volume. 
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t = 1, ... ,4 =November .... February 

X 1Eo : is the starting inventory level in t = 1 
4 

IDs : is the total Newsvendor volume for a winter season 
t=I 

4 

I Qs : is the total available production during a winter season 
l=l 

4 4 

IQs =X·IDs (4) 
t=I t=I 

4 4 

X1£0 + IQs -IDs =0 (5) 
t=I t=I 

Assumption 4: formula (2) implies that I/3rd of the newsvendor volume is available in production 

capacity at HGL and DZL for RS during the total winter season (4 months). 

The newsvendor theory is used to assess the total volume of RS per year and to develop different 

starting inventory levels for RS. The newsvendor setting assumes that demand is completely supplied 

from stock. Since there is some production capacity available (Qs) during the winter at the plants DZL 

and HGL, replenishments are possible during the winter. Therefore in order to calculate the different 

base stock levels with the Newsvendor setting, formula (4) is used: replenishments are possible during 

the winter season. The maximum exposure is used as starting point. 

4 

Then, L Qs (in kt) is subtracted from the Newsvendor volume, resulting in the starting inventory of 
1=1 

RS in November: X,Eo. According to formula (5) the starting inventory at the beginning of the winter 

season with a reliability level of 90% must be equal to 195 kt. 

4.2.2 Operational level: a working method 

On operational level, an inventory strategy is needed that offers the possibility to control the 

proportion of EO that is converted to RS. Since RS is quickly obtained from EO by spraying anti

caking agent "H-substance", the convertion time of EO to RS is regarded as irrelevant and is no 

bottleneck for further calculations. The assumptions 5 - 7 further construct the framework in which 

the problem is solved: 

Assumption 5: Customer demand for RS is a stochastic value which can be modeled by the Gamma 

distribution. 

Assumption 6: Periodic review is preferred above continuous review. 

Assumption 7: sBU Salt prefers a reorder point for RS to ensure reliability during the winter season. 

Assumption 8: A variable order-up-to-level is preferred over a fixed order quantity and is determined 

from month to month. (Expected demand in November and February are lower than in December and 

January.) 
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Assumption 5 implies that customer demand is gamma distributed. The following steps include the 

fitting demand data to a distribution and the determination of the appropriate inventory strategy. First 

the customer demand data over the period 2005 - 2007 is fitted with a number of distributions. With 

the appropriate distribution the parameter settings for the inventory strategy can be determined. 

Assumption 5 is supported by fitting customer demand for RS with software program, Statgraphics 

Centurion, with the gamma distribution. The statistical analysis is included in appendix T. 

Assumptions 6 - 8 entail what the preferences are of sBU Salt to control their RS inventory. In order 

to determine parameter settings the following inventory strategies were concisely assessed and 

positioned to the specific situation of sBU Salt: (1) (s,Q)- , (2) (s,S) -, (3) (R,S)-, (4) (R,s,Q)- (5) (R,s,S) . 

s,Q-: Assumes that there is relatively small uncertainty in demand, which 

makes it possible to fix the replenishment quantity Q for a longer period. Since 

occurrence and size of RS demand is highly uncertain, this strategy is not 

applicable for sBU Salt. 

s,S-: This inventory principle inherits a continuous review of inventory levels. 

sBU Salt depends on the availability of barges to carry RS from DZL and HGL 

to Utrecht or Oss. s,S- is not applicable since sBU Salt needs to call-off barges 

five days before the actual arrival date of the barge at the plant. 

R,S-: The cost of each replenishment is determined by the handling cost and 

the shipping cost. Handling costs are equal to€ 2, 10/ mt and transport costs are 

€ 3,86/ mt. Therefore it is not preferred to ship for too small quantities, which 

would be possible in the R,S strategy. Furthermore with the periodic review, 

the physical inventory could drop at a level, which would be risky for sBU Salt 

since there is no safety stock. 

R,s,Q-: Since demand for RS is highly seasonal and uncertain, fixing the Q 

would mean that flexibility in the replenishment quantity is lost. 

R,s,S-: This strategy supports the RS business of sBU Salt best. The 

Newsvendor setting can be used to find a total volume for the winter season, 

while parameter settings are determined by minimizing inventory cost while 

being satisfying a certain degree of reliability to RS customers. 
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(R,s,S)-model 

X(r, +L,)=s-U,,R -D(r"r' +L,] 

J; =P{D(r"r' +L,]+u,,R :<:;s} 

v=s-E[D(r"r' +L,1]-E[u,,RJ 

[ ] 
S - s [ J E [ U, R] EX =s+---E D(r"r' +Li] · 

2 2 

S-s+~[u,,R J[ E[(D(r"r' +L,]+u,,R-sr J-E[(D(O,Lo]-sf ]] 

De Kok (2003) 

Since the product is used for de-icing roads, backlog does not exist: demand that is lost today, is lost 

tomorrow. Therefore backlog is not included in the minimization model. 

Assumption 9: backlog is irrelevant in the RS business. 

The parameter settings for the reorder point s and the base stock level S are determined with the 

following formulas corresponding for the base stock policy (R,s,S) in the handbook of De Kok (2002). 

For the no-stock out probability, Pi, the target has been set in consult with the steering team to 0.99, 

while the target fill rate, P2, to 0.990. Reorder points is the point at which EO is converted to RS and S 

is the order up to level ; S - s =amount of EO converted to RS. Parameter v, is the safety stock level. 

Table 4.3: parameter settings (R,s,S) 

R day 

s 3,150 mt 

v 1,193 mt 

s 8,113 mt 

Pl 0.990 

P2 0.999 

E(X) 3,709 mt 

4.3 Business scenarios 

Now the total volume for the RS market is determined, it is possible to assess how much storage 

capacity is needed during the winter season. Since the total volume of the RS business has grown, 

current storage capacity is insufficient, even if the depot in Oss is kept. In table 4.5 the computed flows 

of RS are presented, which shows in which regions shortages will occur. 

l) Operate at a level of 90% no-stock out probability. 

a. This implies that the volume allocated to RS = 292 kt. 
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b. 195 kt needs to be stored during the summer and 97 kt will be produced during the winter. 

2) Safety stock of 25 kt for Bayer is integrated into the total volume of 292 kt RS. This is possible 

since: 

a. Average exposure = 200 kt 

b. Maximum exposure = 150 + 2 * 50 = 250 kt (twice the rijkswaterstaat contract) 

c. Total volume - maximum exposure = 292 - 250 = 42 kt 

d. Therefore there will always be enough EO for the safety stock of Bayer. 

It is assumed that customers in the region Delfzijl and Hengelo are supplied by the plants in that region. 

In that case the options are to expand capacity in both Delfzijl and Hengelo and/ or somewhere in the 

South of the Netherlands. Furthermore a contractual constraint is that sBU Salt is contractually obliged 

to key customer Bayer to maintain a strategic stock of 25 kt EO at all times, outside the sluices of 

Hengelo. This implies that 25 kt of EO is either stored in a depot in the South of the Netherlands, in 

Delfzijl or some place else. 

Assumption 10: It is preferred to have depots where shortages occur 

Assumption 11: Cost per ton is calculated as in appendix G 

Table 4.5 shows in which regions the Netherlands has been divided . For each region, the current 

production and storage capacities are shown as well as the shortages that will occur when a total 

production volume of 292 kt is allocated. In line with these shortages, six different scenarios have been 

developed as in table 4.4: 

Table 4.4: Business scenarios (in kt) 

Option reqion 

DZL HGL Utrecht South annual costs: 

la +27 +33 +55 € 3,807,279.06 

lb +27 +88 € 3,977,345.10 

2a +32 +33 +55 € 3,586,615.22 

2b +32 +88 € 3,653, 177 .27 

3 +27 +32 +55 € 3,653,225.78 

For each scenario, the corresponding annual costs are given. In appendix Ha more detailed description 

is given for the calculations that led to the annual scenario costs. In this overview, all transport and 

handling cost from plant to depot and from depot to customer are included. Also rental cost and 

investment cost are shown in appendix H. The annual costs in table 4.4 differ from those in table 4.3 

(the costs in table 4.3 are lower), since variable production cost are not included anymore. The total 

volume has been set to 292 kt per year, and that production level does not differ among the scenarios. 

Therefore the variable production costs are not included in the remainder of this re-design proposal. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

The (R,s,S) policy offers a good method for RS inventory control at (internal) silos and (external) 

depots. Since the convertion time of EO to RS is neglectable, it will be possible to instruct those who 

are responsible for the RS inventory levels in the depots and silos. This inventory strategy is for the 

future when the proposed depot setup is accomplished. 

In the remainder of this section the preferred solution is ultimately presented from first assessing the 

most expensive solution, scenario 1 b, towards the least expensive solution, scenario 2a. 

Scenario 1 b: 

If table 4.4 is assessed and assuming that shortages are resolved locally, it can be concluded that 

scenario 1 b is not favourable . The local shortages in HGL and Utrecht are not resolved. RS that is 

produced in HGL, is transported by barge to the depot in the South and during the winter trucked back 

into the HGL region, since local demand in the HGL region is larger than available winter production. 

The result is that scenario 1 b is the most expensive solution. 

Scenario 1 a: 

This option the second most expensive solution. In this scenario, Utrecht is replenished with RS from 

DZL. The local shortage in HGL is resolved by trucking RS from Utrecht to the HGL region. Since 

trucking is more expensive than shipping RS by barge, scenario la is the second most expensive 

solution. 

Scenario 2b and scenario 3: 

These scenarios do not differ much in annual costs. In scenario 3 the local shortage in Utrecht is 

resolved by arranging replenishments by barge via DZL. Even though in scenario 2b, the shortage in 

Utrecht is resolved by trucking RS from the depot in the South to Utrecht, and that trucking is more 

expensive than shipping by barge, in scenario 3 a silo is built in DZL. Since the investment cost per ton 

is higher than the external storage cost per ton of a depot, the difference in transport cost between 2b 

and 3 is levelled. 

Investment cost per ton is calculated as follows : 

l. € 1,000,000 = € 50,-

20,000 

2. Depreciation rate is 10% per year; 

Cost of capital is 8% per year; 

3. Investment cost per ton is: €50·(0.08+0.10) = €9,-/ton 
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Whereas the external storage cost is equal to€ 5.30/ ton and the difference between building a silo or 

renting storage volume is €9 - €5.30 = €3.30 I mt. Therefore, the gain in shipping RS by barge (€ 

3 .86/ mt) and trucking (€5 .50/ mt) is lost when one chooses to build instead of renting. 

Scenario 2a: 

The final scenario 2a is the least expensive solution. All local shortages are resolved without re

transporting RS to a region where a local shortage occurs. Main condition for the scenarios is that it 

also provides a solution for the growing amount of large sea vessels in DZL. Solution 2a is cost-wise 

the best solution, but it does not provide an answer to this problem. 

Preferred solution: scenario 3 

The best solution for sBU Salt would be to choose for scenario 3. ln this scenario the future inventory 

problem for the CT business, caused by the large sea vessels is resolved. In this configuration it is also 

possible to save money during a bad winter. If RS is produced and stored at the depot in DZL it is 

possible to sell it to the CT spot market, that is mostly done via large sea vessels. Under configuration 

2b the RS would be stored in the South and it would not be possible to sell the surplus to the CT spot 

market, since sea vessels can not enter the channels in the South of the Netherlands. Therefore scenario 

3 is recommended to sBU Salt. 

A total investment must be made of: 

€l,OOO,OOO ·(27+32):::::€ 2,950,000 and is depreciated over 10 years. The investment could be earned 
20 

back within 2 years as the following calculation shows: 

• Contribution margin RS: 

• Total investment cost: 

• Extra average annual volume: 

50 000 · 30 = €1 500 000 ~ 2•950,000 ::::: 2 years 
' ' ' 1500 000 

' ' 

€ 45 - € 15 = € 30/ mt 

€ 2,950,000,-

50,000 mt 

The described scenarios were presented to the steering team, along with the overview as included in 

appendix H. Scenario 3 has been chosen to focus on during a pre-project. A pre-project is initiated by 

the board of AkzoNobel when an investment of more than EX is needed. It is expected that the board 

will allow the initiation of this pre-project. The pre-project includes a detailed calculation of all costs 

that are necessary to achieve the eventual end result. Also during this pre-project it is computed 

whether the expected return on investment is in line with the company policy. 
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Table 4.5: local shortages regions NL 

Year 2008 Year 2009 Year 2010-2011 Year 2012-2014 

Assess regional shortages: 270 kt With overcapacity MVR Without overcapacity MVR 

Region Hengelo 

Production capacity in winter 770 770 770 770 
CT, DS production in winter 721 721 686 721 
RS production in winter 49 49 84 49 

=27% of total 

(local) demand RS in winter demand 
82 82 82 82 

-~-~~ ~-- ~ -~---· Deficiency in storage capacity : -32 -32 0 -32 

Region Delfzijl 

Production capacity in winter 735 735 852 852 
CT, OS production in winter 680 680 747 797 
RS production in winter 49 49 49 49 

=15% of total 

(local) demand RS in winter and replenishments to Utrecht demand 
43 43 43 43 

~-

, __ 
Deficiency in production capacity in the winter: 6 6 56 6 

Region Utrecht 

Current summer storage of RS 
80 80 80 80 

extra needed winter replenishments RS 34 34 20 34 
=39% of total 

Local demand Utrecht in kt demand 114 114 114 114 
Deficiency in storage capacity: 

-34 -34 -34 -34 -

Region South 

=19% of total 

Local demand in South in kt demand 55 55 55 55 
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5: Analysis of planning & control 

In chapter 2 of this report the organizational functions planning and control, informational need and 

organizational responsibilities were highlighted as the other organizational functions that were analyzed 

to examine how they can be improved. Since the planning function is highly correlated to the 

information that is needed to actually plan production and supply, but also to those who are responsible 

for ensuring the supply of customers, these three functions are combined in this chapter. In section 5 .1 

the sBU Salt's organizational functions of planning and scheduling are described and analyzed. In 

section 5.2, the different three hierarchical levels that are distinguished, in which planning and 

scheduling takes place, are separately analayzed. At the end of this chapter an assessment follows in 

which also the handbook of De Kok, Fransoo (2003) is used .After assessing these functions, chapter 6 

describes the proposal for the re-design of planning responsibilities. 

5.1 Current structure 

In this section an analysis is given on the current planning and scheduling structure and the current 

responsibilities corresponding to these organizational functions. In figure 2.3 , sBU Salt ' s organizational 

functions regarding planning, scheduling, production and the freight of ships are considered. Three 

levels of organization are distinguished: 

• Strategic level: 

• Tactical level: 

management team, logistical manager 

master planning 

• Operational level: local production and logistical management 

This hierarchy of control is also described by Anthony (1965), where he introduced three levels of 

hierarchical control: strategic planning, management control and operational control. The principle 

concepts for transforming this planning hierarchy into a set of formal models that support the decision

making at these levels was developed by Bitran et al (1989). 

In order to translate the conceptual aspects of the planning and scheduling in sBU Salt towards 

organizational tasks and corresponding documents, a number of diagrams were made. In the diagrams 

that are presented in this section those planning and scheduling aspects are taken into account that result 

in the most important planning documents within sBU Salt at central and local level. With these 

diagrams it is possible to structure the information retrieved by keeping depth interviews, and to present 

the main conclusions on the current organization planning and scheduling. 
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Figure 5.1: control concept planning & scheduling 
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Figure 5.1 describes the current planning structure on conceptual level. This is the highest conceptual 

level, presenting the relation between the management team of the sBU, central logistical management, 

and local production and logistic management. If figure 5.1 is described top-down, a start is made with 

the function 'master entity and order acceptance ' . This function is embodied by the management team 

and the manager logistics Salt, A.J. Pieterse. Members of the management team are: 

o general manager, P. Kuijpers 

o operations manager, J. Schelhaas, 

o controller, R. van de Peppel, 

o technology manager, P. Breuning and 

o marketing & sales manager, 0. Hayard. 

Based on customer contracts, technological and financial developments, the management team can 

decide to adapt the logistical infrastructure. This results in a fixed logistical structure with certain 

limitations. The corresponding parameter settings are than communicated to the ' master planning' and 

scheduling entity. 'Master planning' consists of the logistical bulk planning team which is situated in 

the office of Amersfoort. Local ' scheduling' consists of a local production manager, that steers the 

'production system' and a local logistics manager, which is responsible for the goods ' handling' and 

freight after which shipment starts. Each plant has its own local scheduling team. 
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In order to present the current flow of the different planning and scheduling documents, diagram (figure 

5.2) entails all main planning documents. Appendices Cl-C3 also show which persons are responsible 

for making the planning documents. The planning process starts with the production manager that 

makes a production budget. With this production budget it is communicated which production level is 

possible for the upcoming year(s), taking into account the planned production stops. At the moment 

initiatives are started to synchronize productions stops with internal and external customers. Also 

internal energy supplier, sBU Energy is considered when stop plans are made. Based on the available 

production capacity, customer contracts can be agreed upon. Usually customer contracts have a multi

year horizon, but the demanded quantities can be mutated each quarter by the customer. The customer 

contracts result in a sales contract overview. Based on these documents, the S&OP plan is made once 

every year (the S&OP-meetings more frequently). This plan is developed by the manager logistics salt 

in consultation with the management team. Derived from the S&OP plan, master planning annually 

develops the 52-week plan which is adapted four times a year according to changes in the rolling 

forecasts from the management team. On their turn master planning communicates the 52-week plan 

throughout the whole organization, but the 52-week plan is only directly used as input for the 8-week 

plan. This 8-week plan is made weekly, with a rolling horizon of 8 weeks. Based on the 8-week plan the 

local production, manager plans production for one week ahead. 

Figure 5.2: current workflow of planning documents 

feedback with 
actuals 

Local logistics managers use the 8-week plan to plan the freight of vessels one week ahead. The week

production plan made by the production manager is hereby not always used as input. Just 24 hours 

before actual freight, the precise sequence in which the vessels will be loaded is communicated to 

freight personnel and captains of the vessels. The freight sequence is determined on basis of which 

vessel has to deliver its goods first to the customer and based on what the navigation time will be to 

arrive at the customer. On a daily basis yesterday' s actual results are communicated to master planning 

in Amersfoort. This information is currently manually entered into the 8-week or 52-week planning. 

The production and freight results are also sent to Amersfoort each Friday, where it is used it for the 

development of the rolling 8-week plan on the following Monday. Local scheduling in Hengelo is 
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currently developing one single spreadsheet in which the week production plan, day production plan 

and freight plan are incorporated. This will enlarge the communication between production 

management and freight planning. In Mariager, the local production and logistics manager have already 

integrated their planning documents by using the same Excel sheet for processing production and 

freight data. Still, these documents are not related to the planning documents made in Amersfoort or the 

other plants. 

5.2 Hierarchical levels: 

In this section each hierarchical level of planning and scheduling is described and analyzed. The 

findings that are presented in this analysis result in the diagnosis in section 5.3. 

5.2.1 Planning & scheduling on operational level 

When the degree to which information is shared between the different entities of sBU Salt is analyzed, 

it is found that a good working routine has been established by filling Excel spreadsheets with planned 

and actual data. With the current information sharing, all actors in the planning process receive the 

basic information they need to make their decisions. On the other hand by using Excel as a tool for the 

different plans it is currently not possible to automatically share information when changes occur. 

Information on changing situations is mainly shared by telephone or email. 

Regarding the organization of planning and scheduling it seems that the planning responsibility is 

primarily concentrated at central planning, at 'master planning' . They subscribe how much each plant 

will produce and what the supplied quantities will be via sea and channel navigation. The analysis also 

showed that master planning frequently requests to be noticed on almost all deviations in production 

and changes in the arrival time of vessels. This is regardless whether local scheduling is able to deal 

with these deviations when there is no contingency situation. Hereby master planning depends on the 

(quality of the) information they receive when decisions have to be taken. Therefore master planning is 

vulnerable for miscommunication with the current involvement on operational level. 

It must be concluded that information sharing between master planning at Amersfoort and local 

scheduling at Delfzijl and Hengelo is intensive. Moreover, information that must be communicated 

between these entities is actually communicated either via several Excel spreadsheets or telephone and 

email. Information sharing between master planning and local scheduling in Mariager is less intensive. 

This is partly due to the geographical location, which makes Mariager more autonomous. On the other 

hand, the emphasis on operational steering is experienced from the side of local scheduling at Mariager 

as less valuable. Local scheduling in Mariager feels that when decisions need to be taken, it is not clear 

who within the organization should be included. It should be clear who is responsible for what and at 
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what point decision-making is lifted upwards the level of management team. Therefore local scheduling 

at Mariager more frequently deviates from the original 8-week planning when unexpected issues arise, 

instead of involving master planning to handle the situation. 

5.2.2 Planning & scheduling on tactical level 

From the involvement of the master planning team on operational level, it must be assessed how 

responsibilities are taken at tactical level. In other words what are the current responsibilities at tactical 

level in normal and contingency mode? In normal mode it can be expected that master planning 

allocates production in such a way that supply is guaranteed at the lowest cost. Smart allocation of 

demand over the three plants is therefore one of the main drivers for planning on tactical level. In 

contingency mode master planning is responsible for managing supply by production and inventory. 

They are also responsible for ensuring that orders are fulfilled as agreed upon. The planning and control 

function in contingency mode that takes place at tactical level. Currently, contingency situations are not 

formalized in formalized procedures are applicable. There is a certain degree of freedom for master 

planning to consider and eliminate various options to resolve the contingency situation. Improvement 

might be obtained, when the most important contingencies are formalized in procedures. If step-wise 

procedures are formulated for different worst-case scenarios, all with different causes, it would be 

possible to react better than is currently done, both by master planning and local scheduling. Also the 

appropriate communication flows and decision makers should be included. Contingency situations 

regarding service supply are currently not covered in contracts. From the Akzo point of view it 

frequently happens that no extra costs are rated. Still the shipping company is free to decide to double 

or triple the prices for service. Therefore it is essential that master planning makes the right choices 

when a contingency situation must be resolved. 

5.2.3 Planning & scheduling on strategic level 

An important issue that came up during depth interviews, is the focus on maximizing production at 

local plant level. After a recent history of reorganizations, de-bottlenecking and production 

maximization, production management at local level moreover strives to achieve production records. 

Since at tactical level main goal is to satisfy customer demand with the lowest cost, interests are 

currently contradictory. At strategic level in the sBU Salt a signal could be given throughout the 

organization that cost efficiency is the main goal and that production is a function to realize sales and 

not an autonomous organizational function. Since realized production volumes are a direct consequence 

of contractual obligations, targets must be set in such a way and performance should also be measured 

in that way. 
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5.3 Planning & Scheduling: conclusion 

In section 5.2 an assessment was given on the current planning and scheduling functions that are 

formed by the different persons within the organization. In appendix C the link is made between the 

organizational teams that are responsible for the different planning and scheduling functions and the 

documents that are made to support these functions. The workflow of planning and scheduling 

documents (see figure 2.4) shows which planning document is input for the other. But how can we be 

sure that all planning and scheduling functions that should be present, are really incorporated in sBU 

Salt's concept of control? 

Bertrand et al ( 1998) describe the general control of a production unit by linking manufacturing, 

purchasing, planning and scheduling from aggregate to plant level, and simultaneously zooming in at 

department level. The framework they provide is of additional value, since it presents which specific 

functions should be present in an organization in order to control a production unit. When important 

functions are not present, or if some of the planning documents used in the control situation of sBU Salt 

can't be really placed within the diagram, there could be a mismatch. With the overview as presented in 

appendix D, that shows the objective of each of the plan, possible mismatches can be found. When the 

BWW-framework (the Bertrand, Wortmann and Wijngaard- framework as in appendix D) is filled with 

the different planning documents, it was noticed that all functions that Bertrand et al (1998) prescribe 

are in scope are currently present at sBU Salt. In an ideal situation, information transfer between the 

different plans is perfect and there would be need to use a plan over different hierarchical levels: 

strategic, tactical and operational. From this point of view it was noticed that the 8-week plan is made 

and used at tactical level, but is also directly taken over for the work order release function by the 

production manager at operational level. Currently the 8-week plan is the most important document for 

planning and scheduling. In appendix E an overview of all plans and also the objectives of the other 

plans are also shown. The objective of the 8-week plan is: "to set logistical and production week 

targets for local planning ". The 8-week plan serves its function, but the degree to which it is directly 

used on lower, operational levels of production and logistics management indicates that the operational 

planning activities are currently concentrated at master planning. 

This chapter also described the current decision-making structure of planning and scheduling at sBU 

Salt. The different organizational functions were discussed as well as the communication flows, the 

documents used and the different levels over which the information is shared. As mentioned before, 

currently all basic information is shared via Excel spreadsheets. In order to further visualize the findings 

of the analysis of planning and scheduling responsibilities as discussed in section 5.2, figure 5.3 shows 

which different organizational teams could grow in which aspects. The management team and the 

manager logistics moreover operate at strategic level. Master planning both operates at tactical level as 

well as operational level, while responsibilities of local scheduling are mainly focused to work on 
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operational level. The size of the balloons shows the degree to which responsibilities are present at that 

level. A large balloon indicates a high concentration of activities, a medium size balloon a normal 

concentration of activities and a small balloon a low concentration of activities. The green balloons 

indicate where the concentration of activities could be in a more optimal structure. 

Currently master planning and local planning and scheduling are satisfied with the current working 

routine and when there is no contingency situation the right decisions are made. But in case of 

contingency situations, communication does not always follow the same path and especially between 

master planning in Amersfoort and local scheduling in Mariager, it is not clear which decisions can be 

made in Amersfoort and which in Mariager. For all plants it was stated that there are differences in 

power to make decisions in contingency mode. This might be caused by different interpersonal 

relations, but these differences in power are possible since responsibilities are not formalized . For the 

re-design phase it is important to improve this by formalizing which persons in the organization of sBU 

salt will take which decisions when unforeseen events occur. For both master planning and local 

scheduling there is potential to grow on tactical level, especially in handling contingency situations. For 

local scheduling the improvement in tactical abilities can be obtained by enlarging their current 

planning horizon. Local production and logistical managers currently focus maximally 1 to 1.5 week 

ahead, while the implications of their planning decisions can last for four weeks. 
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Also on operational level there is high involvement by master planning. Even for customers with a 

fixed replenishment cycle and a fixed replenishment quantity, master planning is highly involved in 

planning, while all the information that is needed to schedule this group of customers is also present on 

local scheduling level. De Kok, Fransoo (2003) state that from a traditional point of view, the planning 

of supply chain operations has been taken at the operational level. Meal (1984) argues that this was 

necessary, due to the lack of good information processing technology, which resulted in decentralized 

planning and scheduling. The tendency to create central decision functions is called by Meal (1984) as 

the "centralized approach". These central decision functions are given the power to control planning in 

detail with respect to the operational processes in the organization. Information must be processed into 

models, in order to provide central control the power to steer planning. One of the difficulties that the 

organization encounters, is that a model never captures the complete richness of a situation (de Kok, 

Fransoo, 2003). The consequence is that the local planner down in the hierarchy will always have more 

information and a better representation of the actual processes than the higher level control function. 

Currently master planning and local planning and scheduling are satisfied with the current working 

routine and when there is no contingency situation, the right decisions are made. In case of so-called 

contingency situations, communication does not always follow the same path and especially between 

master planning in Amersfoort and local planning and scheduling in Mariager, it is not transparent 

which decisions can be taken in Amersfoort and which in Mariager. For all plants it can be stated that 

there are differences in power to make decisions in contingency mode. This might be caused by 

different interpersonal relations, but these differences in power are possible since responsibilities are 

not formalized. For the re-design phase it is important to improve this by formalizing which persons in 

the organization of sBU salt will take which decisions when unforeseen events occur. 

Main conclusions: 

• Tactical skills of master planning and local scheduling is not sufficient; 

• High operational involvement in planning activities by master planning; 

• A formalized decision structure for contingency situations is currently lacking; 

• Planning horizon local production and logistical managers is too short; 

• Planning responsibilities are not well-formulated and formalized; 

• Automatic information sharing on planning deviations is currently not possible due to working 

in separate Excel-spreadsheets; 

The diagnosis that is drawn in this chapter, leads to the re-design proposals as described in chapter 6 

and chapter 7. 
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I 

I 6: Re-design of planning & control 

In this chapter a re-design proposal is given for the future planning responsibilities. In section 6.1 the 

principle idea of the proposal is explained. In section 6.2 it is elaborated upon which working method 

should support the proposal that is done in section 6.1. Section 6.3 shows what the value for sBU Salt 

could be of an integrated planning tool. Finally, in section 6.4 a conclusion and some 

recommendations are given to make sure that implementation will be successful. 

6.1 Separation of responsibilities 

Currently, the logistical performance for the CT and DS market is constant and on a high level. 

Therefore, in the re-design no revolutionary changes are proposed regarding the planning and control 

function within the sub-division, sBU Salt. From the analysis & diagnosis phase it was concluded that 

the 8-week plan has an operational focus. One of the key factors causing a high concentration of 

operational activities by master planning is the nature of the 8-week plan. Currently master planning 

develops the 8-week plan in a time bucket of one week. In this plan, the production, supply and 

inventory levels are prescribed. The PCIO-model shows that there is a certain need for information in 

order to be able to plan and control the physical processes within an organization. This information is 

needed in order to be able to develop strategic, tactical and operational plans. Currently the 8-week 

plan is used as a tactical mid term plan with the function to steer the plant level work load acceptance 

and the work order release (see BWW-network, appendix D). Appendix D also shows that the 8-week 

plan is both used on tactical level as well as on operational level to support the allocation of demand to 

each plant. Not only is the 8-week plan extended every week with a new planning for the upcoming 

week, master planning also uses it to make adjustments for the following weeks after. The tactical 

value of the rolling 8-week plan as a mid-term plan is lost since local planning and scheduling uses it 

to plan their daily production and supply. 

In order to achieve a better separation of planning responsibilities and to increase the tactical expertise 

at both master planning and local scheduling, a time-phased plan could be introduced where 

boundaries are formulated for the levels of production and inventory in order to satisfy demand from 

regular customers. Regular customers place orders with a fixed quantity in a fixed cycle. Local 

scheduling should be able to control the logistical planning for these regular customers on a monthly 

basis. The call-off function of orders from not-regular customers could be used by master planning to 

manage demand in a more efficient way. Master planning will be a more tactical organ that supervises 

and overrules the second mid term plan with a rolling 4-week horizon that is made by local 

scheduling. Tactically, sBU wide, decisions are still taken by master planning in good consultation 

with local scheduling. The 4-week plan entails figures that need to be within the margins of the margin 
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setting 8-week plan and has a time bucket of days. It forces local scheduling to think in a more tactical 

way on production, inventory and supply, since they need to think further ahead. 

For regular customers the 8-week plan has a boundary setting function. The 8-week plan specifies 

what the supply should be for the regular customers for the upcoming month. This plan is 

communicated throughout the organization in the third week of a month. Local scheduling fills the 

figures in the 8-week plan for 4 weeks on production, inventory levels and supply, for the regular 

customers. The horizon is 4 weeks, since the assessment of information-need showed that a longer 

period could not be overseen by local scheduling. Except when exceptions/ contingencies threaten to 

occur, master planning overrules the 4-week margin plan. For not-regular customers, the planning 

function of the 8-week plan is not taken away. Not-regular customers are still handled by master 

planning and planned into the 8-week plan on a weekly basis. 

For the regular customers, master planning adjusts the 4-week boundary plan on a monthly basis. 

Master planning becomes a more tactical organ that focuses on billing, the planning of not-regular 

customers and handling in contingency situations. Important for the 4-week boundary plan is what the 

specifications are on production, inventory levels and supply for regular customers. Also in 

contingency situations master planning takes over and overrules the 4-week boundary plan with 

specific adaptations. Appendix J proposes which customers could be categorized as regular and not

regular customers. 

6.2 4-week Boundary method 

6.2.1 Production and supply 

Master planning defines what the specifications for the upcoming month are. They also define what 

volume should be supplied to each of the customer. Than, local scheduling proposes which production 

and inventory levels are needed during the month to supply that amount. The time-bucket is a week. 

With those figures, master planning completes the 8-week plan with the allocation of not-regular 

customers. On local level, the I-week production/ load plan are still used to schedule daily production 

and supply. 

6.2.2 Inventory levels 

Inventory is determined by the level of production and supply. When local scheduling plans 

production and supply, it is not allowed to let inventory levels rise to an extreme level. This should be 

monitored by master planning and they should intervene when inventory gets outside specifications. In 

order to let the 4-week boundary planning succeed, master planning must be aware of a safety stock 

level that must be guaranteed at all times. 
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6.3 Integrated planning tool 

Figures and data on production, supply and inventory is currently being update done on daily basis, by 

pencil. By working in one shared planning tool, more transparency is created. If both master planning 

and local scheduling on the different sites work in one single planning tool, it is possible for all 

persons within the planning organization to assess what the production, inventory and supply levels 

are. Figure 6.1 shows which documents should be included in the planning. An integration with SAP 

would ensure that data only has to be entered once before it is implemented in other plannings. With 

this system, master planning is able to assess deviations and intervene when the local scheduling is 

operating in such a way that the specifications for regular customers are not met. 

Contingency situations can be handled in a more efficient way by master planning, when the 

information is accessible with the integrated planning tool. A contingency is dealt with by master 

planning. The contingency procedures offer the different solutions, communicational flows and 

decision takers for each contingency. 

Figure 6. 1: integrated planning tool 
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6.4 Conclusion 

By increasing the planning horizon of local planning, their tactical abilities regarding planning of 

production, inventory and supply will grow. Another important outcome of the analysis was the high 

operational involvement of master planning. By separating between regular and not-regular customers 

the operational involvement by bulk planning is decreased and there will be more time to focus on the 

order handling and the supply of the not-regular customers. Master planning can operate more as a 

tactical organ, steering local schedulers and providing them with instructions when needed. It could be 

expected that the overall service towards the not-regular customers increases since master planning 

will have more time to arrange all aspects of their supply. And when needed master planning can 

overrule the initial planning of the local production and logistical managers. 

Recommendations: 

• Specify which customers are regular and which are not-regular (see appendix J for proposal). 

• Introduce trainings, workshops to improve tactical skills regarding efficient use of inventory. 

• If there is enough tactical logistical expertise, replace the function of the 8-week plan with a 4-

week boundary setting instruction, limiting production, supply and inventory. 

• Introduce a 4-week production and supply plan in which day production, supply and inventory 

are included. Local scheduling makes the 4-week plan each third week of the month. 

• Local scheduling agrees with regular customers on timely satisfaction of demand, via STEM. 

• Master planning, overrules 4-week planning by tactical changes in case of contingencies or 

planning errors. 

• Include the 8-week alignment, 4-week instruction and 4-week production/ supply plans in one 

integrated Excel document. There are several layers of protection and data is automatically 

transferred to other plans. 

• The result should be more autonomy of different hierarchical levels and more transparency in 

the decisions that are taken on local and central level. 
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7: Re-design of contingency mode 

The analysis in section 5.2.2 showed that a formalized decision structure for contingency situations is 

currently lacking. This chapter starts with an introduction to the concept contingency planning. ln 

section 7.2 a short description is given on what a contingency is at sBU Salt and what the actual causes 

might be. Furthermore main all contingency sets are shown in diagram 1, with the corresponding 

solutions that can be used by master planning to handle the contingency situations. Also each 

contingency is further assessed and the procedural steps are shown in appendices Il- 14, including the 

communicational flows and the decision makers within the contingency procedure. This chapter is 

concluded with some recommendations and a concise explanation of the contingency planning could 

contribute to sBU Salt's objective to professionalize. 

7.1 Introduction to contingencies 

As the main goal of a commodity-producing organization like sBU Salt is to maintain a high level of 

reliability, it is important that the organization knows how to respond to unforeseen situations. The 

planning and control function within the organization strives to foresee these situations that might lead 

to contingencies. Donaldson (2001) also defines contingencies as: 

"Contingencies: an event that may occur, but is not likely or 
intended. lt is a possibility that must be prepared for; a future 

emergency situation." 

In this chapter different contingencies within the planning and control function are distinguished and 

procedural guidelines are proposed to handle these situations. The term contingency plan refers to a 

plan that contains procedural actions that may or may not actually be executed, depending on the 

circumstances that hold at that time (Donaldson, 2001). A contingency plan is intended to achieve its 

goal regardless of which of the foreseeable contingencies associated with it actually arise during 

execution. To construct a valid contingency plan, the planner must be able to enumerate these 

contingencies. Together with master planning and the manager logistics Salt, a set of foreseeable 

contingencies were formulated from the sources of uncertainty that are associated with the 8-week 

plan. 

In appendix 11 all contingencies that are part of the contingency set are presented. Appendix I2-I4 

include the detailed flowchart of each contingency situation. In the following section a number of 

recommendations the chapter on contingencies is ended with a conclusions and a number of 

recommendations are presented. 
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7 .2 Contingency description 

All major re-planning triggers are categorized as a contingency, when the fulfilment of an order larger 

than 10,000 mt is at risk. More specifically, if there is a contingency situation when the fulfillment of 

an order equal or larger than 10,000 mt is in danger in case of full silos or when a customer places an 

order of 10,000 mt or larger in case of empty silos. For each of the preferred solutions it is main 

priority that the customer must be supplied with their goods. Therefore for each of the contingency 

procedures it is the main priority to satisfy demand and fulfil the order that the customer placed. 

Second criterion is to rank the solutions to costs. The least expensive solution in which the customer 

order can be fulfilled is assessed first and so on to conclude with considering the least favourable 

solution. If the last solution is also not chosen by the decision makers, the order is lost. 

Below are the main six contingency situations that might occur. During each contingency situation the 

following three criterions should be taken into account 

( 1 ): customer should be supplied; 

(2): cost to supply must be taken into account; 

(3): solution should not harm continuity of sBU Salt 

1. Unavailable product due to off-spec production: 

Production parameters are set to typical values of the product. Within sBU Salt these are called 

'typicals'. Under the concept ' off-spec' production a distinction can be made between two situations: 

(1) a deviation from the typicals and (2) production outside specification limits. Both situations have 

different implications. 

2. Unavailable product due to failure production installation: 

When a failure occurs in one of the production installations it might be that there is insufficient 

product available for the customers. 

3. Demand < capacity (production & inventory): 

Since it is contractually agreed upon that key customers can vary their demand from quarter to quarter 

(up to a 10% margin), it can occur that capacity is larger than demand. If production is kept on the 

same level, inventory rises and excess stock is the result. 

4. Cancellation of vessel: 

When a vessel is cancelled due to bad weather or other circumstances, inventory keeps on rising. This 

might result in an excess of stock and actions need to be taken in order to avoid blocked silos. 

5. Delay of vessel: 

When a vessel is being delayed due to bad weather or other circumstances, inventory keeps on rising. 

This might result in an excess of stock and decisions need to be taken in order to avoid blocked silos. 
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6. Failure of load-installation: 

When there is failure in a load installation, vessels and barges can ' t be supplied with product from that 

plant. In order to supply the customer with product, it can be considered to supply re-allocated to 

another plant. Therefore, each solution is combined with the re-allocation of supply. A solution must 

be found to eliminate excess stock and also to supply customers. In Delfzijl there are two freight 

installations, but in Hengelo and Mariager there is no second freight installation to rely on. Therefore a 

distinction was made between Delfzijl and Hengelo, Mariager on the other hand. 

Figure 7. I: communication during contingencies 
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7.3 Conclusion 

One of the conclusions made in the analysis phase was that the master planning group could grow and 

obtain more skills on tactical level. Part of the responsibilities will be that the procedures are carried 

out during contingencies and corrected when this is necessary. For all plants it can be stated that the 

differences in power to make decisions in contingency mode resolved when responsibilities are 

formalized. For the re-design phase it is important to improve this by formalizing which persons in the 

organization of sBU salt will take which decisions when unforeseen events occur. For the future it is 

important that master planning: 

• Is able to recognize when an uncertain outcome threatens the achievement of a goal; 

• Is able to anticipate outcomes of nondeterministic actions; 

• Can construct and follow procedures in order to make the right choices in case of contingency 

situations; 

• Is able to make contingency plans for all possible outcomes of the various sources of 

uncertainty that affect a given plan; 
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8: Conclusion and recommendations 

In this chapter the findings of the re-design proposals are discussed and are linked to the literature. The 

positioning of the work that has been done during this thesis project, shows that into some degree a 

connection is made between scientific research and business methods. During the project it was 

important to develop methods that were also practical in use for co-workers with a non-technical 

background. In this chapter a reflection is given on the project and on the presented conclusions and 

recommendations that were made in this report. 

8.1 Reflection 

The main objective of this thesis project was to professionalize the logistics of sBU Salt. Since the 

important aspects of the organization were not documented and formalized, there was a certain 

vulnerability for unforeseen situations. Choices were made based on experience and skill, rather than 

from a well-described calculative point of view. Important for customers further downstream the 

supply chain is that their primary or secondary supplier of raw material is a reliable partner. Therefore 

the hypothesis during the project was: 

Research question: 
"How can the organization be designed in such a way, that it is robust and 

reliability is ensured in both normal and contingency mode." 

During the re-design phase three deliverables were presented: a better separation of planning 

responsibilities, a proposal for the future road salt policy and well-defined, organizationally supported 

contingency procedures. In the following section, these three deliverables are positioned into scientific 

literature. 

8.2.1 Conclusion 

In literature the batch process industry is extensively analyzed. Recent literature describes research for 

planning, scheduling and other related organizational activities in batch-producing organizations. 

Several authors like (Mendez et al, 2005) and Kallrath (2002) present clear and thorough reviews of the 

different approaches that are nowadays available for planning batch processes. Specifically the paper of 

Mendez et al (2005) provides a complete picture of classification of batch problems and which design 

for planning functions is best applicable for each different problem case. Even though some 

characteristics of the batch process industry can be applied in continuous flow production, their 

business nature highly differs (Bolander, 1981 ). On the design of planning and control structure of 

organizations operating in a continuous flow environment less research has been done. One of the 

reasons might be that the planning function of an organization in a batch process environment is more 

complicated compared to that of a continuous production flow. Product demand in an organization like 

sBU Salt that operates in the commodity industry, is moreover covered by contracts, making the 
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essence of planning relatively uncomplicated. Still there is a gap in literature on the planning-under

uncertainty problem. It is not well-described how organizations can forecast demand over a longer 

period. Higher-level, strategic decisions are made based on what the product demand can be for a 

period larger than one year. The majority of current literature focuses on relatively predictable 

dynamics in customer demand. 

The first deliverable was to develop a policy that supports this strategic decision-making and to propose 

a future depot setup for the RS market. It was important for the steering team that a policy was 

developed in which business choices, like the allocation of total annual production, were based on 

calculations instead of experience. Since the demand for RS is highly seasonal, forecasting methods 

were assessed like Holt-Winters ' exponential smoothing as also described by Silver et al (1998). The 

disadvantage of such methods is that they are stronger in forecasting customer demand than finding 

what the total demand will be for a period longer than a year. As described in chapter 3, RS is produced 

during the summer and put to stock for the winter. Therefore it was important to find a new method to 

allocate production capacity to the RS business. This allocation method should be supported from a 

marketing point of view as well as by operations management of sBU Salt. The newsvendor theory 

provided a good method to use historical data of demand per winter season to allocate production 

capacity to this uncertain business. The proposed working method can support decision-making on 

strategic level, since it provides the possibility to relate reliability to cost. Especially in markets where 

demand is highly uncertain and only partially covered by contracts, organizations can use the method 

with the newsvendor theory to allocate capacity for a long term period to different product types. 

Second deliverable of this thesis project was to propose which planning activities should be done 

locally and which on central level (De Kok, Fransoo, 2003). In chapter 5 of this report it was concluded 

that since not all information is available on a central level, planning activities that require sBU-wide 

information must be kept on central level, while planning activities that require plant-specific 

information must be performed locally. For this re-design proposal the general decomposition method 

as provided by Bertrand et al ( 1998) was used. First it was assessed which information is needed for the 

different planning activities and from that it could be derived where in the organization the planning 

activity can be performed. 

The third deliverable was more a formalization of current working methods to resolve contingency 

situations. Until now it was not clear which steps were taken by master planning to resolve a 

contingency situation. Also the criterions on which solutions must be chosen and who should be 

responsible has now been formalized and agreed upon. 
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8.3 Recommendations 

With the three re-design proposals an important step has been made to further professionalize the 

planning and control structure of sBU Salt. Together with the steering team a document will be 

developed in which all main findings can be assessed in the future. This document, more than the 

management summary, should be an overview of policies and responsibilities within the organization. 

For the responsibility proposal a workshop could be arranged by me in which master planning and all 

local schedulers will be present. During this workshop the implementation of this proposal will be 

initiated. Also an important recommendation for sBU Salt is to integrate the most important planning 

documents (as proposed in section 6.3). Currently al planning teams have their own Excel-sheet in 

which they are working, and by integrating these documents it would be more possible to share 

information and to be quicker notified when deviations from the original planning occur. In order to 

achieve this planning system is proposed that enables better information sharing between the 

departments. Furthermore, in the future it will be important for sBU Salt to enable master planning and 

local schedulers to keep their planning skills on a high level. As proposed in chapter 7, arranging 

regular trainings and workshop will increase their professionalism and their ability to plan production, 

inventory and supply levels with more tactically. 

The other proposal on which more work needs to be done is the proposal for the future depot setup. ln 

the future it will be possible for sBU Salt to determine on which service level for the RS market they 

want to position the organization. For the depot setup a pre-project is initiated to compute all costs 

which are necessary to build a silo in Delfzijl and Hengelo of 30 kt and where to rent a depot with a 

capacity of 55 kt. The (R,s,S) policy offers a good method for RS inventory control at the (internal) 

silos and (external) depots. Once the proposed depot setup has been accomplished, it is recommended 

that the (R,s,S)-policy is applied. 

The last recommendation is the inventory situation in Mariager. Table 3.3 shows that the current 

inventory levels in Mariager are actually too high. Initiatives need to be undertaken to resolve this 

problem. A notion is placed at the management team on this issue. 
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Definitions: 

Actuals : 

Depot: 

Silo: 

Barge: 

Vessel : 

Specification : 

Typical : 

Abbreviations: 

CIF (Cost, insurance, freight): 

OS: 

DZL: 

FOB (Free on board): 

HGL: 

kt: 

mt: 

MTA: 

MTO: 

MVR: 

MTS: 

OTIF : 

STEM: 

WS: 

RS: 

List of definitions and abbreviations 

realized planning data 

external stock keeping point 

stock keeping point at plant 

ships for channel navigation 

ships for sea navigation 

boundary on producU process parameter 

average level of product and process parameter 

Judicial responsibility for Akzo Nobel ends when goods arrive at 

customer. 

Dry salt. 

Delfzijl. 

Judicial responsibility for Akzo Nobel ends from the moment goods are 

loaded on vessel at one of the production sites. 

Hengelo. 

Kilo metric ton. 

Metric ton. 

Product type of sBU Salt. 

Make to order. 

Salt-producing installation working on electricity. 

Make to stock. 

KPI that tracks whether vessel has been loaded on time and 

completely. 

Time slot in which customer goods can be supplied from plant. 

Wet salt. 

Road salt. 
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Assumption list 

Assumption 1: Annual demand is a normally distributed stochastic 

Assumption 2: Total summer and winter production of RS form the Newsvendor volume 

Assumption 3: RS stock will be build up in Utrecht and Oss during the summer season, before the 

winter season starts in November. 

Assumption 4: formula (2) implies that 113rct of the Newsvendor volume is available in production 

capacity at HGL and DZL for RS during the total winter season ( 4 months). 

Assumption 5: Customer demand for RS is a stochastic value which can be modeled by the Gamma 

distribution. 

Assumption 6: Periodic review is preferred above continuous review. 

Assumption 7: sBU Salt prefers a reorder point for RS to ensure reliability during the winter season. 

Assumption 8: A variable order-up-to-level is preferred over a fixed order quantity and is determined 

from month to month. (Expected demand in November and February is lower than in December and 

January.) 

Assumption 9: backlog is irrelevant in the RS business. 

Assumption 10: It is preferred to have depots where shortages occur. 

Assumption 11: Cost per ton can be calculated as in appendix G 
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Appendix A: Interview list 

Name Job position situated 

J. Schelhaas operations manager sBU Salt Amersfoor1 

A.J. Pieterse logistical manager Amersfoor1 

B. Koene project manager Amersfoor1 

B. Steensma bulk planning Amersfoor1 

H. Guenther purchasing manager Amersfoor1 

J.W. de Graaff marketing manager and assistant sales manager road salt Amersfoor1 

0 . Hayard marketing and sales manager sBU Salt Amersfoor1 

P. Muis bulk planning Amersfoor1 

R. van de Peppe controller sBU Salt Amersfoor1 

S. Hermans bulk planning Amersfoor1 

A. Niemeijer plant logistical manager Delfzijl Delfzijl 

A. van de Voort plant controller Delfzijl Delfzijl 

J. Mulder plant manager Delfzijl Delfzijl 

H. Koolhof production manager Delfzijl Delfzijl 

E. Schasfoort plant manager Hengelo Hengelo 

J. Goossen plant logistical manager Hengelo Henge lo 

J.H. Scharphof production manager Hengelo Henge lo 

M. Hermsen plant controller Hengelo Hengelo 

R. Vitale sales manager road salt Netherlands Hengelo 

F. Hoks plant manager Mariager Mariager 

J.B. Sorensen production manager Mariager Mariager 

K. Fahlberg plant logistical manager Mariager Mariager 

K. Holleufer sales manager road salt Denmark Mariager 
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Appendix B Production process sBU Salt Mariager 

electricicy1------1 .. ~ 

Maricogen 50 mu hr of steam 

- ga Gas boiler 
~ steam 25 mu h ;:::: 50 mt steam/ hr Nulde-effect J72 mu hr wet salt 

~::::::::::::.:.-::: .......... ~~.l.llj..------_.. evaporator 

Wood chips i-i 
boiler """"- s-te_a_m_ s__.25 mu hr 

4 mu hr 

36 mu hr 

Evaporator ~ 
II 

Centrifuge 

Centrifuge 

EO** S 32 mU hr 

Drier 

Evaporator f:i 
Ill 

wet salt 
for Pharma Centrifuge ---M Drier 

Production line II , 
must have a minimal 
production of 1 O tons/ 
hour to keep 
production within 
specifications 
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•• The feed of EO from 
evaporator II depends on 
the demand for dry salt from 
sBU Specialties. If demand 
is smaller than 32 mu hr, the 
difference is used as EO 

The decoupling points 
show where sBU Salt 
ends and where sBU 
Specialties begins 
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Appendix C: Strategic, tactical and operational planning documents linked to teams 

C1: Planning & control by management team 

Customer 
contract 

On organizational level of control: 
Planning & scheduling structure 

Master entity & order acceptance 

Management team & Centnll logistics _ _______ .. 

manager 

C2: planning and control by master planning team 

Master Planning 

master 
planning team 
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C3: Planning and control by local scheduling 

In the daily status overview it is 
communicated to the logistical team (in 
master planning) what is produced the 
preceeding day and which vessels came 
in and what the current stock should be. 
This is not double-checked with the 8 
weeks plan and is not used as input 

Local scheduling 

Production 
manager 
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Appendix D: The bertrand, wortmann and wijngaard-framework with planning functions sBU Salt 

sBU level 

Information on resource 
availabihty and on status check: 

sales contract 

Aggregate information 

Purchase plan 

Out of scope 

Aggregate capacity 
: ~•o• '""~ 

Logistical parameters 

l I 
Aggregate control: 

(Aggregate) sales plan Sales overview 

(Aggregate) information on orders 
and market notential 

Planned production volume; 
,....,,,_ .......... i.. m tations 

52-week plan 
8-week plan 

Strategical 
level 

r---------.Z...-----...L--• Lead times 

Plant level 

-··---··-······· 

Production budget 

Installation level 

capacity & utilization planning: 

Plant level: 
capacity allocation 

WOr1< load 
acceptance: 
9 ,.;.;~ .,. 

Lead or 
shortfall 

.. .. ... .. , .. _ 

Out of scope 
~ Purchase orders 

Plant level : 
Production allocation 
C1 ·-- -•---"--

Capacity allocation: 
Installation level 

capacity allocation 

Out of scope 

Work order 
Detail plan 

.._ _____ _., Material and wor1< ., ....... - ___ _, 
release 

Out of scope 

Execution per department 
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Coordination of materials 

''T·."·'"·'.:::::f!'i-~ '--'++·.'-'-.'++-.~'-.'+-:''.'··'"·'f"'·,'-.'-.=·~ ·-.~."iT·.'"-'-.:+.;. ,1...:.._: .; :;. ,:._: .. :.;.;.,1-;: .. :.,:.;. . .c .:...:.;.; •. :..:...:._:; •. '-.'··' 

ark o der priorities I 
I 
I 

l 
I 

release: :~ Material availability 

I 
I 
I 

!> Request for I 
1;..~di~t~ J 

Out of scope 

:~Detail info on orders and 
~Sales forecasts 

Tactical 
level 

Operational 
level 
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Appendix E: As-is planning documents 

Sales planning 

(Rolling 

type S&OP planning forecasts) 52 weeks planning 8 weeks planning Production budget Stop planning production planning load planning 

MT and A.J. MT makes Made by LT to coordinate Made by planning team to Production manager Production Local planning Local planning made a 

Pieterse evaluate overview statw that contract targets of rolling provide view of operational determines what the manager, maste made at different different plants 

long term supply & sales contract~ forecasts are met demand, supply and stock production will be based planning A'foort plants 

demand balance on contracts plan production 

description stops 

develop strategic status checkin coordination to set logistical and To determine what the To determine production volume berth occupation 

multi-year plan production boundaries for annual production will be when and berth steering 

local planning installations will occupation steering 

be cleaned/ and monitoring 

objective repaired stock 

frequency monthly monthly monthly weekly annually annually daily daily 

8 weeks (also 

as input 8 

horizon 3 months --> 7 year week planning 1 year 8 weeks ( 1 week rolling) 1 year 1 year 1 week 1 week 

time bucket month & year week week week month day day day 

input from Production Budget S&OP plannin1 S&OP + actuals 8 weeks pla 52 week planning Technology 52 week plannin1 8-week planning 8-week planning 

Albert Jan Pieterse Sales Master planning team A'foort Master planning team A'foo local production manage Production Production manage Local logistics manage 

(logistical team manager, maste1 

responsibilit A'foort) planning A'foort 

used tool Excel Excel Excel Excel Excel Excel Excel Excel 

marketing & 

marketing & sales, sales, master M&S, master planning team 

master planning planning team A'foort, local planning & Local planning and Local planning and 

target group A'foort A'foort master planning A'foort scheduling sBU Salt sBU Salt scheduling scheduling 
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Appendix F: supply and inventory levels 

Hengelo (data 2007 without 
spec.) in metric tons Delfzijl (data 2007 without spec.) in metric tons Mariaqer (data 2007 without spec.) in metric tons 

averaqe weekly suooly 32.468 average weekly suooly 41 .744 averaae weekly suooly 5.931 

weekly top weekly top weekly top 

oroduction: 37.173 production: 42.115 production: 6.500 

actual average actual average actual average 

inventory level per week 19.424 inventory level per week 19.093 inventory level per week 22.063 

maximum inventory maximum inventory maximum inventory 
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Appendix G: cost to serve 

€ 1.000.000,00 

€ 1,25/ mt 

€ 3,86/ mt 

€ 5,30/ mt 

€ 1,83/ mt 

€ 11,00/ mt 
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Appendix H: detailed scenario costs 

Scenario 1 a. 

Annual depreciation and cost of capital for investment (+27 kt in DZL) 

Annual rental cost of Utrecht & South (+33 kt in Utr., +55 in the South at€ 5,30/ mt) 

Ex HGL to South, transport & handling cost (barge from HGL to South) 

Ex HGL to customer, transport costs (trucking from HGL to customer) 

Ex South to customer HGL, transport costs (trucking from South to region HGL) 

Ex South to customer South (trucking customer in region South) 

Ex DZL to Utr., transport & handling cost (summer deliveries barge from DZL to Utr.) 

Ex DZL to Utr., transport & handling cost (winter replenishments by barge from DZL to Utr.) 

Ex Utr. to customer Utrecht, transport costs (trucking from Utr. to customers own region) 

Ex Utr. to customer HGL, transport costs (trucking from Utr. to region HGL) 

Annual costs 

Scenario 1 b. 

Annual depreciation and cost of capital for investment (+27 kt in DZL) 

Annual rental cost of Utrecht & South (+88 in the South at€ 5,30/ mt) 

Ex HGL to South, transport & handling cost (barge from HGL to South) 

Ex HGL to customer, transport costs (trucking from HGL to customer) 

Ex South to customer HGL (trucking from South to region HGL) 

Ex South to customer South (trucking customer in region South) 

Ex South to customer Utr. (trucking to customer region Utr.) 

Ex Utr. to customer DZL, transport costs (barge from Utr. to region DZL) 

Ex Utr. to customer Utrecht, transport costs (trucking from Utr. to customers own region) 

Ex DZL to Utr., transport & handling cost (summer deliveries by barge from DZL to Utr.) 

Ex DZL to Utr., transport & handling cost (winter replenishments by barge from DZL to Utr.) 

Annual costs 

Scenario 2a. 

Annual depreciation and cost of capital for investment (+32 kt in HGL) 

Annual rental cost of Utrecht & South (+33 kt in Utr., +55 in the South at€ 5,30/ mt) 

Ex HGL to South, transport & handling cost (barge from HGL to South) 

Ex HGL to customer, transport costs (trucking from HGL to customer) 

Ex South to customer HGL (trucking from South to region HGL) 

Ex South to customer South (trucking customer in region South) 

Ex South to customer Utr. (trucking to customer region Utr.) 

Ex Utr. to customer DZL, transport costs (barge from Utr. to region DZL) 

Ex Utr. to customer Utrecht, transport costs (trucking from Utr. to customers own region) 

Ex DZL to Utr., transport & handling cost (summer deliveries by barge from DZL to Utr.) 

€ 243.000,00 

€ 868.647,74 

€ 281 .781, 12 

€ 306.600,00 

€ 347.401,38 

€ 578.866,04 

€ 713.670,46 

€ 265.663,85 

€ 3.605.630,60 

€ 243.000,00 

€ 868.647,74 

€ 451 .847, 16 

€ 306.600,00 

€ 265.663,85 

€ 347.401,38 

€ 713.670,46 

€ 408.800,00 

€ 170.066,04 

€ 3.775.696,64 

€ 288.000,00 

€ 868.647,7 4 

€ 281.781, 12 

€ 508.248,46 

€ 347.401 ,38 

€ 713.670,46 

€ 578.866,04 

Ex DZL to Utr., transport & handling cost (winter replenishments by barge from DZL to Utr.) ====== 

Annual costs € 3.586.615,22 
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Scenario 2b. 

Annual depreciation and cost of capital for investment (+32 kt in HGL) 

Annual rental cost of Utrecht & South (+88 kt in the South € 5,30/ mt) 

Ex HGL to South, transport & handling cost (barge from HGL to South) 

Ex HGL to customer, transport costs (trucking from HGL to customer) 

Ex South to customer HGL (trucking from South to region HGL) 

Ex South to customer South (trucking customer in region South) 

Ex South to customer Utr. (trucking to customer region Utr.) 

Ex Utr. to customer DZL, transport costs (barge from Utr. to region DZL) 

Ex Utr. to customer Utrecht, transport costs (trucking from Utr. to customers own region) 

Ex DZL to Utr., transport & handling cost (summer deliveries by barge from DZL to Utr.) 

€ 288.000,00 

€ 868.647,74 

€ 451.847, 16 

€ 508.248,46 

€ 347.401,38 

€ 27 6.232,51 

€ 504.000,00 

€ 408.800,00 

Ex DZL to Utr., transport & handling cost (winter replenishments by barge from DZL to Utr.) -
====== 

Annual costs 

Scenario 3. 

Annual depreciation and cost of capital for investment (+32 kt in HGL, +27 kt in DZL) 

Annual rental cost of Utrecht & South (+56 kt in the South at€ 5,30/ mt) 

Ex HGL to South, transport & handling cost (barge from HGL to South) 

Ex HGL to customer, transport costs (trucking from HGL to customer) 

Ex South to customer HGL (trucking from South to region HGL) 

Ex South to customer South (trucking customer in region South) 

Ex South to customer Utr. (trucking to customer region Utr.) 

Ex Utr. to customer DZL, transport costs (barge from Utr. to region DZL) 

Ex Utr. to customer Utrecht, transport costs (trucking from Utr. to customers own region) 

Ex DZL to Utr., transport & handling cost (summer deliveries by barge from DZL to Utr.) 

Ex DZL to Utr., transport & handling cost (winter replenishments by barge from DZL to Utr.) 

Annual costs 
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€ 3.653.177,27 

€ 531 .000,00 

€ 692.258,31 

€ 281.781, 12 

€ 508.248,46 

€ 347.401,38 

€ 713.670,46 

€ 408.800,00 

€ 170.066,04 

€ 3.653.225,78 
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Appendix 11: the three main contingency sets 

Problem cases: 

1. Off-spec proclJcl 

~---------
~~· 

Close deal with 
co-producer salt 

2. Failure 
Production installation 

re-planning 
trigger 

3. Demand < Capacity 
4. Cancellation of 

vessel 

Generate spot sale Ship more than plamed 
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5. Delay of vessel 6. Failure 
load installation 

~ 
--- - - - ----~:{T 

DownsiZe produdlon Re-allocate to 
other plant 
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Appendix 12: contingency set 1 & 2 

Contingency 
procedures: 

There is a deviation 
from typicals 

Sales informs 
master planning 
on mixing ratio 

Off-spec 
production 

Notification of off-spec 
production from local 
planning to Sales & 

Master planning 

Notification of 
production failure from 

local planning to Master 
planning 

Master planning 
contacts logistics dept. 

customer 

There is a deviation 
from specifications 

Sales, master planning 
& customer determine: yes 

Demand is re- ':i 
allocated to other =:f 

product 

Sales, master planning 
& customer determine: no 

master planning 
& customer 
determine: yes 

Product Is supplied 
from other plant 

Emergency stock 
of 25 kt EO is used 

yes 

Master planning re-plans, adjusts planning and communicates adjustments to manager logistics Salt and to local planning 

Lost sales 
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Appendix 13: contingency set 3,4 & 5 
Contingency 
procedures: 

Mid term planning ·~ 
shows that there ti an ~ 

overcopodly In '! 
production & - " j 

Master planning 
& customer 
dete me: yes 

Shipmorethlin 
planned to -

Shipping~ -planning&loml 
planning 

Master planni "IJ---------'---~M~~~:i~:~ng 
& customer 
determine: ye 

Trall9port (port o~ 
derrend to 
customer Master planning 

& depot owner 
determine: yes 

Place ex~ 
llod<indepol 

Master planning & 
purchase manager 

"l"""-- -----""--------. determine: no 

Marketing & 
sales manager 

determines: yes 

Spot sale lo 
realnd 

Marketing & 
sales manager 
determines: no 

. , ,/''jm:£•::~ & sales 
·~· Master planning, 

Manager logistics Salt, 
Operations manager 

,... __ ..__..-d•;,;;termine: yes 

Local production & 
logistics manager are 
notified by manager 

logistics Salt 

Loetsoleo 
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Appendix 14: contingency set 6 

Contingency 
procedures: 

Master pla ning 
& depot o ner 
determine: no 

Lost sales 

Master planning 
& customer 
determine: no 

Master plannin 
& customer 

Master pl nning 
& depot ner 
determin : yes 

Transport (part of) 
demand to 
customer 

Transport demand 
to depot 

Hengelo/ 
Mariager 

Delfzijl 

Barge 

load- No trigger for re-
~in:.:;s:.:la:.:.ll:::al::;io:.:.n:..a..1 planning by master 

load-in tallation 

master planning master planning 
& customer & customer 
determinsi;.;· W '-- -'-----_;:d:;:e.::;te:.:.rm= in:;;e:.;:.:.n:.:o:........, 

Produd is suppUed 
from another plant 

Emergency stock 
of 25 kt EO Is used 

::.:r.::i;;:;.;;:;; ···" 

yes 

planning 

Lost sales 

Master planning re-plans, adjusts planning and communicates adjustments to manager logiltics Salt and to local planning 
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Appendix J: preliminary Ishikawa-diagram 

A number of these problem aspects are included in the Ishikawa-diagram (see figure 1.3), without 

subjectively framing since the diagnosis still needs to be set. Since the actual research project is not 

started yet (just two interviews were held) the Ishikawa-diagram is more a tool to determine with the 

members of the project organization which problem aspects should be investigated and which can be 

left out of the scope. In the current situation four main problem branches are formulated: (1) (a 

lacking) Organizational description, (2) (an evaluation of the) Physical infrastructure, (3) Evaluation 

structure of performance and ( 4) Production allocation model. On the main branches numerous causes 

are connected that eventually result in these four problem aspects. 
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E-tool 
that integrates 

Define respons ibilities for 
scheduling (=short-term) 

52-~~yk.;,~~:~ and modelwise support----~M 

Central or 
decentral control 
needed 

Define responsibilities 
for planning 

(=medium/ long-term) 

servi~8~~:1~-----•f'4l-----~~~~~~~~rs 
contract positions with RS 

Physical 
Infrastructure 

Logis tical 
infra structu re 

SBU Salfs logistical structure 

~--=----"=---=----=-.. =·-···=---=-.. ·=---=---"'-=----=- =- =---=----=·-=----=---=----=-- =.=.=.=.=.=.~=.=.========-=-==.=.=.=.==.=.=.==.=::::::=.=.=.~==-==-::=.::=.::=.=.=.::=.=.=.::=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=:::;i~====~=t!t, CUrrentlylsvulnerabletounforeseen 
Cost to serve 

Cost to make 

Production allocation 
model 

·· situations 
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Appendix K: proposal main regular and not regular customers 

customer cote o 

Bayer Regular 

ECI Regular 

Meb Rotterdam Regular 
Sobie Bergen op 
Zoom Regular 
T essenderlo Regular 
Hydro 
Steningsund Possible 
Norsk Hydro 
Rafnes Possible 
Skog al Possible 

Not now maybe in 
lneos future 

Not now maybe in 
Roadsalt NL/ BE future 
EKA Bordeaux Not regular 
Eka Oulu Not regular 

Eka Rana Not regular 
Eka Stockivik Not regular 
Mr ea I Not regular 
Spolek Not regular 

MEB Delfzijl n.a. 
Roadsalt 
Marriager n.a. 
Specialties 
Hengelo n.a. 
Specialties 
Marria er n.a . 
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Appendix L: historical road salt demand 

years total RS demand in NL (in tons) 

2000 96.000 

2001 227.000 

2002 100.000 

2003 146.000 

2004 163.000 

2005 216.000 

2006 143.000 

2007 53.000 
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Appendix M: parameters (R,s,S) strategy 

E(A) 0,14 day 

S(A) 0,28 day 

E(Dc) 129 kt/ day 

S(Dc) 38 kt/ day 

Ell) 2 davs 

s(L) l days 

EIDIO,Lll 1.887 kt in 2 davs 

s(D(O,L]) 512 kt in 2 days 

E(U) 70 

EIUA2) 7.065 

S(U) 46 

Xo 10.000 kt 

a 11,54 

ll 0,09 

R l day 

s 3.150 kt 

v 1.193 kt 

s 8.113 kt 

Pl 0,990 

P2 l ,000 

E(X) 3.709 kt 
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Appendix N: Plant description 

Hengelo 

In Hengelo there are three installations: the E and F-installation, which are powered by steam, and the 

G-installation (also referred to as the MVR) is powered by electricity. Only LAC is made to stock 

(MTS) in Hengelo, while WS is directly supplied from production with a transport belt to sBU 

Specialties, according to the make to order (MTO) principle. MT A is not produced in Hengelo. Another 

production flow is that of ML (mother liquor), which is a side product. After production, depending on 

what the customer desires, LAC is further processed from stock to EO or RS and loaded onto a vessel. 

Production takes place 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Total production capacity is around 7.000 

mt/ day, with the E-installation of production capacity of 2.440 mt/ day, a F-installation of 3.660 mt/ 

day and the G-installation 940 mt/ day. Hengelo has one vessel salt-freight installation with a capacity 

of 14.400 mt/ day. Due to the location of the plant, only barges can reach the plant, since sea vessels are 

too large to reach the Hengelo site. For loading trucks there is a separate salt-freight installation 

available. Storage takes place in one salt silo and the maximum capacity is 32.000 mt which is 

exclusively used for LAC salt. Inherent to production is a percentage of off-spec production, which 

results in salt that can only be used as RS (only 0.2% of the total production). Storage capacity for off

spec CT salt is 600 mt. It is important to remark that the biggest 'supplier' of off-spec salt is sBU 

Specialties. They are allowed to store their off-spec production in the silo of sBU Salt. The energy 

supply for the salt installations in Hengelo is sBU Energy division Salinco, which is a joint venture of 

AkzoNobel and Essent. Steam prices are set each quarter and the purchase prices for electricity are set 

annually. 

Delfzijl 

In Delfzijl there are also three installations: named the A- and B-installation and C-installation, which 

are all powered by steam. In 2010 a new production unit will be ready, a MVR, which will increase 

annual capacity with 350.000 mt. In Delfzijl, only EO and MTA are produced according to the MTS 

principle. Also WS is supplied MTO to sBU Specialties. Production takes place 24 hours per day, 7 

days per week. Total production capacity is around 6. 700 mt/ day, with the A-installation of production 

capacity of 2.400 mt/ day, a B-installation of 2.400 mt/ day and the C-installation 1.900 mt/ day. 

Notable is that the A- and B-installation both produce bromine low EO salt, while the C-installation 

produces EO salt with normal bromine level. The cause of the difference is not really known, but most 

of the customers specify whether they need either bromine low or normal EO. 

Delfzijl has two vessel salt freight installations; one for barges and an sea-freight installation for sea 

vessels. The sea freight installation has a theoretical capacity of 19.920 mt/ day, the internal freight 

installation 15 .600 mt/ day. In practice the actual freight speed is around 80% of the theoretical freight 

speed, depending on the availability of personnel. The sea freight installation has a higher capacity 
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because it is connected to both the A- and the B- salt producing-installations. The internal freight 

installation is connected to the C- salt producing installation. Besides barges also sea vessels can reach 

the plant and both types vessels are supplied with salt. From 8.00 h - 16.00 h two freight teams are 

available. During the evening and night, due to restricted labor capacity, either the channel (internal) or 

the sea freight installation is used at a time. During the morning and afternoon, just one of the two 

freight teams guides the freight process. The internal freight installation can only be used for barges. 

The sea freight installation can be used for sea vessels as well as for barges. For loading trucks there is 

a separate salt-freight installation available. Storage takes place in three salt silos. Total maximum 

capacity is 35.000 mt for MTA and EO salt. Delfzijl has two vessel salt freight installations; one for 

barges and an sea-freight installation for sea vessels. There are three silos, one mechanical silo for dry 

salt and a conventional silo for bromine low EO (capacity 20.000 mt) and a conventional barn for 

bromine normal EO or MT A (capacity 17 .500 mt). The mechanical silo (storage capacity 16.000 mt) 

differs from the conventional one, since it is filled with DS from the transport belt and can be 

automatically taken out of the mechanical silo. Both conventional silos can be entered by maximally 

one shovel at the time. Inherent to production is a 0.2% percentage of off-spec production, which 

results in salt that can only be used as RS. The available storage capacity for off-spec RS is 600 mt. 

sBU Energy division Delesto delivers the energy for the three salt-installations at Delfzijl. For steam the 

price is set each quartile and for electricity the price is set annually. 

Mariager 

The salt-production site at Mariager, Denmark, is situated at a 'fjord', a salt water lake that is accessible 

for sea vessels. There is one freight installation with a freight capacity of 400 mt/ hour. During the week 

5 - I 0 ships need to be supplied with salt, making the utilization of the freight installation relatively 

low. Load-personnel is available 7 days per week, 24 hours per day, of course taking into account the 

working time restrictions of an employee. sBU Salt in Mariager has one salt installation with a capacity 

of 12.500 mt of salt per week, 1.780 mt/ day. At Mariager there is a storage barn with a capacity of 

27.000 mt for RS and a storage barn with a capacity of 35 .000 mt for EO. An important difference in 

the structure of the production processes between Hengelo, Delfzijl and on the other hand Mariager is 

the fact that the steam is not supplied by sBU Energy, but generated at the plant. The steam flow can be 

generated by three energy supplying machines: the gas driven 'Maricogen' and gas-boiler, and the 

wood chips boiler. The Maricogen produces both steam and electricity. This electricity is used for the 

production process, but in periods where production is downsized this surplus of electricity can be sold 

to the consumer market. Both the Maricogen and the gas-boiler are driven by gas. Other than in the 

Netherlands, gas prices depend on the availability of the 'white' energy source, water. In the summer 

when this white source is available, gas becomes less expensive. The woodchips-boiler produces steam 

by aerating wood chips. 
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Appendix 0: Demand Analysis 

1. Main customers 

When demand is analyzed, 25 main customers of sBU Salt can be distinguished (see appendix F). 

Seven customers are accountable for more than 80% of the total annual supply of CT salt, DS and RS 

(total salt supply is equal to a quantity of 5250 kt). Within this group Bayer (28% of the total quantity 

supplied) and MEB Rotterdam ( 18%) are clearly the biggest customers. 

0 06 0,05 

0,09 

0, 11 

Figure 1: Quantity pareto analysis 

2008: 80 % of total supply 

0,04 
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• Bayer 

• Meb Rotterdam 

o Specialties Hengelo 

o Norsk Hydro Rafnes 

• Tessenderlo 

c Specialties Marriager 

m ECI 

If the same Pareto-analysis is made for the total expected turnover, which equals around € 183 million, 

the following eight customers/ markets are accountable for 80% of the turnover. The contribution 

margin for the road salt market is such that even though the quantity supplied is not amongst an 80% 

portion of the total market, its turnover accounts for 4% of the total turnover of sBU Salt. 
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Figure 2: Turnover pareto analysis 
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Moreover, demand is allocated to the production site that is from logistical point of view the best 

supplier of goods. When variable costs among the sites change, it could be that production is allocated 

to another site than originally planned. Since sBU Salt has a dominant position prices for the product 

are fixed, but the transport costs for the customers can change. On the other hand, in most cases there 

are contractual constraints to shifting production to other sites. When transport costs for the customer 

tends to become much higher, Akzo will be obliged to pay compensation costs. 

Demand for the CT customers and sBU Specialties is relatively deterministic. OS and WS are supplied 

to internal customer sBU Specialties with low uncertainty on the quantity that must be supplied. With 

the majority of the CT customers an annual (or in some cases multiple year) sales contract is agreed 

upon . Each quartile the customer communicates what the demand will be for the coming period. With 

Bayer there is a twenty percent margin agreed upon the quantity that they will consume from sBU Salt 

(ten percent up and ten down). With the other customers the total bandwidth is ten percent (five percent 

up and five down). Akzo strives to grow in the CT market. To the majority of the customers, sBU Salt 

is the main or secondary supplier of CT Salt. Therefore it is essential to sBU Salt to always be able to 

satisfy customer demand, since stock out will cause big problems for their customers. Penalty costs are 

moreover not included in contracts, but depending on the customer and the quantity that could not be 

supplied, the penalty cost might range from a fixed penalty per stock out or the net worth of the quantity 

that could not be supplied. 

1.2 Product analysis 

As described above, the occurrence of demand CT salts and OS is not uncertain. The aggregated 

demand pattern (over all plants) for the following products are displayed in the upcoming sub-sections: 

MTA, LAC, EO, OS. The data that was available to perform this demand analysis, stems from the years 

2006 and 2007. In 2006 sBU Salt started with a new ERP system and also the realized sales were 

collected, which are now used . 

1.2.1 MTA 

MTA is only produced at production site Delfzijl and is moreover supplied to MEB Rotterdam, which 

is also part of Akzo' s BU Base Chemicals and therefore an internal customer. MT A is made from 

' basic' salt with a different anti-caking substance than EO salt, namely the B-substance. Furthermore, 

MT A has the characteristic to cake more when kept on stock than EO salt. The demand for MT A in 

2006 and 2007 is portrayed with the following graph: 
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Graph I: demand MT A 

Demand MTA 
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Total supply of 2006 was 940 kt, while in 2007 the supplied quantity of MT A was 946 kt, which is 

more than 35% of the current production capacity in Delfzijl. Demand for MTA is not extremely 

lumpy, in both years there are several outliers. Even though no seasonal pattern can be discovered, 

demand during week 16-23 in both years is lower than the average demand during the rest of the year. 

Both in 2006 and 2007, weekly supply is mostly between 12 - 25 kt, disregarding some outliers. 

1.2.2 LAC 

LAC is mainly produced in Hengelo and this is done on MTS basis. Occasionally Delfzijl supports the 

LAC production of Hengelo, but this is not on a frequent basis. The demand pattern for 2006 and 2007 

is shown in the below standing graph. LAC is used to produce EO and RS. Biggest customer for LAC 

is Bayer, who is also the largest customer for sBU Salt. In the contract with Bayer a clausal is included 

in which they can adapt their demand each quartile with a range of 20% (10% upwards and 10% 

down) of the contractually agreed supply. Since Bayer is accountable for 28% of the total volume of 

sBU Salt, it is a strategic customer. A mutation in the quantity that will be consumed has a large 

impact on the organization of production for sBU Salt. Also strategic customer Tessenderlo is supplied 

with LAC, but they account for a smaller part of the total turnover than Bayer. 

Graph 2 : demand LAC 
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If the demand graph for LAC is analyzed, it can be noticed that both in 2006 and 2007, weekly supply 

mostly is between 20 kt - 35 kt, disregarding some outliers. The total quantities supplied in 2006 ( 1.507 

kt) and 2007 (1.622 kt) resulted in an increase of 7.6%. Over 2006 and 2007 the production capacity of 

the Hengelo plant (the only site that normally produces LAC) that was allocated to LAC was around 

70%. Also the outliers of both years are around the same period (week 11 - 13 and week 38 - 40), 

pointing at a planned production stop. No seasonal pattern can be discovered. 

EO 

EO salt is supplied by all plants. In Hengelo, EO is only supplied with the principle of make to order 

(MTO), while in Delfzijl and Mariager, EO is made to stock (MTS). In Hengelo only LAC is put on 

stock and therefore EO must be processed from adding anti-caking substance to LAC. The biggest 

buyers of EO salt are: Rafnes, ECI and GEP. Jn 2006 a little bit less than 1.199 kt of EO was sold. In 

2007 this amount was equal to 1.240 kt, which is an increase of 3%. EO is an important product for 

sBU Salt, accounting for 23% of total production capacity over all plants. If 2006 and 2007 are 

compared, no seasonal pattern could be discovered, but compared to MTA and LAC, the number of 

buyers for EO salt is higher than in the case of MT A or LAC. The below 

DSand WS 

Graph 3: demand EO 
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DS and WS are supplied to internal customer sBU Specialties from Delfzijl and WS is delivered to sBU 

Specialties from Hengelo. In Mariager also Pharma (a stream that is used for phannaceutical purposes) 

is delivered to sBU Specialties. For the ease of use here, there is no difference made in this section 

since all of these product flows are specifically supplied to sBU Specialties. Jn 2006 a total quantity of 

932 kt of DS was sold, while in 2007 793 kt was sold, which is a reduction of almost 15%. 
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Graph 4: demand sBU Specialties 
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Now the demand for several products has been analyzed it is important to compare them with each 

other. With the coefficient of variance (the standard deviation divided by the mean), the relative spread 

in the demand for each product can be compared to the other. The coefficient of variance offers an 

opportunity to compare the different demand patterns. In order to calculate the standard deviations and 

the means, lower demand due to production stops are taken out of the calculation. Table I shows the 

coefficient of variance for each of the products: 

Table I: coefficient of variance 

2006 2007 
MTA 0,32 0,33 

LAC 0,21 0,24 

EO 0,27 0,29 

WS, OS 0,21 0,22 

With the figures as presented in table l , the coefficients of variance show that over both 2006 and 2007 

EO and MT A have more noise in their demand pattern than LAC and the specialties ' salts. Even though 

the demand pattern for EO is much more erratic than for LAC and MT A, the coefficient of variance is 

relatively low, due to the higher average of EO. When the standard deviation of EO demand is divided 

by the mean, the result is a lower coefficient of variance for EO than MT A. Using a relatively small 

sample as is done in order to calculate the coefficients of variance, weakens the foundation for the 

assumption of normally distributed data. Still table 1 enables us to see which products cause (relatively 

seen) the largest noise. 
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Appendix P: Production, Inventory & Supply analysis 

Hengelo 

In chapter 1, the main characteristics of the production site like production, storage and freight capacity 

were discussed. With the use of the following three graphs, the balance between production and supply 

over the years 2005, 2006 and 2007 can be evaluated. In each graph the planned and total production 

(summing production of LAC and DS) are displayed by the ' pl. total prod' -line and the ' total actual 

prod ' -line. Actual production of LAC (red ' prod. LAC' ) and WS (red ' prod. wet salt' ) is shown. WS is 

sold to internal customer sBU Specialties and therefore the quantity produced moreover is also the 

quantity that is supplied. For LAC the situation is different. Partly from stock and partly from 

production, LAC is supplied via barges to customers. Since freight capacity is not infinite, supply needs 

to be planned. Actual LAC supply is shown by the ' supplied LAC'-graph line. Throughout 2005 actual 

production almost always exceeded actual supply, which means that stock was always replenished. If 

planned production is compared to actual production, two large deviations can be marked: week 4 - 6 

and week 17 - 21 . These deviations could be caused by either a sudden intervention from master 

planning to reallocate production, an unplanned production stop or a production stop that lasted longer 

than planned. Master planning started to downsize production in 2007. Therefore large deviations 

between planned and actual production in 2005 and 2006 are caused by unplanned production stops or a 

planned production stop that lasted longer than planned, which seems to be the case in the period week 

I 7 - 21. The total lost production was summed if actual production deviated with 5% or more from 

planned production. After a (un-)planned stop it is possible that the installations provide more output 

than planned, due to replacement of not correct working parts or machine cleaning. This extra 

production of salt can be sold . Therefore besides the computation of lost production, also the extra 

production must be calculated. The net result is given in table 2. Lost production in 2005 was 45 .946 

mt. ln 2006 the same balance between production and supply can be noticed : production exceeds 

supply, resulting in stock. There were two planned production stops: week 24 and week 39. Probably 

the production stop of week 39 was longer than planned, since the gap between planned and actual 

production was almost 10%. Total production loss due to unplanned stops in 2006 was equal to 41.541 

mt. During the two planned stops, in week 24 and 39, production was almost equal to supply in that 

week. Only in week 24 it resulted in a drop of LAC inventory to a level of 2.600 mt (see graph 6). In 

week 39 there was enough difference between production and supply to have a small effect on actual 

inventory (see graph 6). 
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graph 5: Hengelo 2005 
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graph 6: Hengelo 2006 
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Graph 7: Hengelo 2007 

Hengelo 2007: production & supply 
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The balance between production and supply in 2007 is much more irregular. In week 5 there was a 

large unplanned stop resulting in a 30% production loss. This situation caused a large deviation from 
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planned supply to actual supply. Total lost production due to unplanned stops in 2007 was equal to 

48.271 mt. In week 39 - 40 a production stop was planned for the F- and G-installation, but there was 

also maintenance done on the freight installation called 'Jetty ' . In week 41 the planned stop should have 

been completed, but from the graph it can be seen that actual production still was far below planned. 

The much more lumpy pattern in production and supply could mean that there was more steering on 

inventory. In 2007 master planning started with downsizing production at a plant if there was an 

overcapacity (supply versus demand) and if that plant had the highest variable manufacturing cost. 

Delfzijl 

In Delfzijl MTA, EO and DS are made to stock. In the production and supply analysis, DS is seen as a 

separate flow and is not included in the production and supply flow of MT A and EO. Stock levels of 

DS were not available. Important to notice in Delfzijl is that both sea vessels as well as smaller barges 

are supplied with salt. In all three graphs 8 - l 0, over the years 2005 to 2007, it can be seen that the 

supply curves show an erratic behaviour. This is mainly caused by large sea vessels which are followed 

by barges and vice versa. This also implies that more inventory control is necessary compared to 

Hengelo, where the vessel sizes do not vary too much. Data to compare planned production to actual 

production in order to derive the lost production was only available for 2006 and 2007. Lost production 

due to unplanned stops in 2006 was equal to 13.896 mt and in 2007 it was equal to 24.172 mt. In 2006 

there was a planned stop for the A-installation, but the data shows that it lasted longer than planned. In 

2007 first the C-installation had a failure, which resulted in an unexpected setback in production 

capacity. In week 38 of 2007 the 8-installation was three days out of business. 

Taking the stock level into account over the three year period, it can be seen that in 2005, inventory 

formed a large part of the total supply that was available for customers. From 2006 inventory was more 

controlled, resulting in a lower inventory level throughout the year. With the possibility at Delfzijl to 

supply large sea vessels and small barges, much more steering needs to be done on inventory. When 

large vessels are expected, inventory needs to be build up and usually large sea vessels are supplied 

with goods straight from production as well as from on hand inventory. As assessed in section 1.1, there 

are three salt production machines (the A-, 8- and C-installation) which can be used with two freight 

installations (internal and sea). The freight process at Delfzijl is organized as displayed in the following 

figure 8: 
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Figure 8: freight process Delfzijl 
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The above standing diagram shows what the theoretical freight speed is at Delfzijl. The sea freight 

installation (also called sea freight installation), has a higher capacity and can be used from both to load 

salt from both silo l and silo 2. The sea freight installation has a capacity of 650 mt/ hr, while the 

channel freight installation has a capacity of 500 mt/ hr. Both of the installations can be connected to 

either silo 1 or 2. 

graph 8: Del fzijl 2005 
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graph 9: Delfzijl 2006 
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Graph 10: Delfzijl 2007 

Oelfzijl 2007: production & supply 
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The production, supplied quantities and stock levels of Mariager are displayed in graph 11 - 13. The 

production line includes production that was used for both EO and RS purpose. The 'supplied' -line 

shows the total quantity of EO and RS that was supplied to customers. The 'specialties'-line displays 

the product flows that went to sBU Specialties. In Mariager also RS is placed on stock, but these figures 

do not provide the 'normal' behaviour of RS stock, since the winters of 2006 and 2007 were relatively 

mild. Therefore only the EO stock levels are included in the below standing graphs. Hereby it must be 

remarked that there is some EO stored in the external depot, Naestved. In the graphs below, Naestved is 

not taken into account, since it is an external depot. When graph 11 - 13 are compared with each other, 

it can be noticed that in 2005 and 2006 a rising trend can be noticed in the stock levels of 2005 and 

2006 towards the end of the year. In 2007 the EO-stock levels seems to be more controlled, but the 

inventory never gets below a level of 10.000 mt and there are just six weeks in which the week's ending 

inventory stock is lower than 15.000 mt. This might indicate that there is a certain degree of 'dead' EO

stock in Mariager. 
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Graph 11: Mariager 2005 
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Graph 12: Mariager 2006 
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In table 2 on the next page an overview is given on the most important figures of Hengelo, Delfzijl and 

Mariager. Important to notice is that the variable production cost (VPC) became higher through the 

years, due to rising energy prices. The VPC of Mariager fluctuates heavily compared to the VPC of 

Hengelo and Delfzijl. Since the VPC is mainly determined by a cost component for energy, changes in 

the energy market have a large influence on the VPC. In Mariager the price for gas and electricity 

depends on the availability of ' white ' energy sources like water and wind and during the summer 

season these sources are available making gas and electricity cheaper to purchase. Inventory value 

should be determined by multiplying the VPC with the inventory level. Inventory can also be valued by 

multiplying it with the selling price. In a dynamic market situation, product prices are less certain since 

they are directly influenced by the market. In such an environment it might be better to value inventory 

to the selling price, since it is important to have lower inventories when the product has a lower selling 

price. In a less dynamic market environment, like that of sBU Salt, selling prices are more certain and 

moreover agreed upon in contracts. In such a market there could be more uncertainty in the cost 

components that result in a variable cost price. As in the case of sBU Salt, the VPC is mainly 

determined by the price of the energy source (for all plants around 80% ). In this situation it would be 

better to follow the definition of SPP, where inventory is valued with the costs that have been made to 

make the product: the VPC. 
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Appendix Q: inventory value 

actual vs. average inventory Average inventory 
total total lost planned average capital (based on capital (based on 
production production production inventory VPC FCP VPC) VPC+FCP) 

Henge lo 2005 2.272.187 45.946 56.030 2 1.278 € 9,81 € 10,98 € 208 .73 7,18 € 442.429,43 

2006 2.351.905 4 1. 54 1 -24.785 16.624 € 11,52 € 10,61 € 191.508,48 € 367.898,22 

2007 2.2 19.551 48.27 1 -38.227 19.424 € 12,04 € 12,38 € 233.864,96 € 474.334,08 

Delfzijl 2005 2.127 .000 no data no data 2 1.052 € 6,20 € 13,14 € 130.522,40 € 407. 147,86 

2006 2.233 .133 no data no data 16.596 € 7,90 € 12,52 € 13 1.108,10 € 338.8 17,30 

2007 2. 198.047 44.000 no data 19.093 €8,24 € 12,72 € 157.328,54 €400.101,05 

RS: 16.1 77 RS: € 7,42 RS : € 120.033 ,34 RS: € 517.982,3 1 
2005 587.650 18.500 no data EO: 15.552 EO: € 8,60 €24,60 EO: € 133.747,20 EO: € 516.32 1,37 

RS: 20.473 RS: € 15,14 RS: € 309.96 1,22 RS: € 840.2 19,25 
2006 558. 139 no data no data EO: 15 .605 EO: € 17,56 € 25,90 EO: € 274 .023,80 EO: € 678. 198,89 

RS : 63.490 RS: €6, 10 RS: € 387.289,00 RS : €2.074.126,10 
Mari ager 2007 544. 102 no data no data EO: 22.546 EO: € 7,19 € 26,57 EO: € 162.105,74 EO: € 76 1.1 20,22 

Utrecht 2005 n.a. n.a. n. a. no data no data € 13,14 no data no data 

2006 n.a. n.a. n.a. 26.472 € 7,90 € 12,52 RS:€ 209.128,80 RS:€ 540.558,24 

2007 n.a. n. a. n.a. 82.270 € 8,24 € 12,72 RS:€ 677.904,80 RS: € 1.724.379,20 

Oss 2005 n.a. n.a. n.a. no data no data € 10,98 no data no data 

2006 n.a. n.a. n. a. 37.263 € 11,52 € 10,61 RS: € 429.269,76 RS:€ 824.630,19 

2007 n.a. n.a. n.a. 49.182 € 12,04 € 12,38 RS : € 592.15 1,28 RS: € 1.20 1.024,44 
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Appendix R: The production allocation model 

In this chapter the current decision-making structure for reducing plant production. Two diagrams show 

what the current model is and how the optimal production allocation model would entail. A shift in 

production allocation takes place when demand is smaller production capacity and available stock. 

According to figure I 0, decisions are made and demand is allocated to the production site that is from 

logistical point of view the most logical supplier of goods. When variable costs among the sites are 

different, it could be that production is allocated to another site than originally planned. 

variable 
- cost price (VPC 

per plant 

- Transport cost 

- Handling cost 

Figure QI: current production allocation 

I 
Contractual 
agreements 

I 
Production 
constraints I 

Transport 
& handling constraints 

Optimization model on aBU level 

Change in 
VCP 

I 
Demand 1 Capacity 

Since sBU Salt has a dominant market position, product prices are more or less fixed . The transport 

costs for the customers on the other hand can change when the decision is taken to allocate production 

to another site. Still, in most cases there are contractual constraints that limit shifting production to 

other sites. When transport costs for the customer tends to become much higher, Akzo will be obliged 

to pay compensation costs. The model as presented in figure I I needs to be developed to support this 

decision-making process. With this model it should be possible to make a sBU-wide decision on which 

installation to tum lower, while taking into account all factors that play a role. 
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variable 
- cost price (VCP 

per installation 

- Transport cost 

Compensation 
- costs 

Figure Q2: to-be production allocation 

I I Production.storage 
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Contractual 
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sBU Energy 

Optimization model on sBU level 

Change in 
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I 
Demand 1 Capacity 

Taking into account contractual and logistical constraints, a portion of production capacity is not used at 

a plant and it might be that demand is even reallocated to another site if the variable cost price at that 

plant is lower. At local plant level, production management knows which installation is the most 

expensive and in what steps production can be downsized, without producing off-spec salt. 

The optimal model would take all above standing factors into account and integrate the decision to 

downsize production at a plant and the corresponding installation in one step. Trigger for using the 

model is that demand is lower than capacity and that the variable production costs are fluctuating. Input 

parameters are on the left side of the model and are moreover costs. From above the model constraints 

limit the possibilities that the model has to calculate the outcome which results in the decision to 

downsize an installation. 

If both models are assessed, it is possible to see what is lacking at the moment compared to the optimal 

model. The decision for downsizing an installation is currently split in two. The first decision is taken 

on which plant needs to be downsized under the described triggers. From that point the VPC's of all 

plants are compared, with taking into account the transport and handling costs. Also the constraints 

regarding contractual agreements with customers, production constraints, transport and handling 

constraints. With some of the customers it is contractually not allowed to move supply to another 

location. Also production capacity at the different plants is not unlimited and the majority of the plants 

have a certain minimum level on which production must be in order to stay within specifications. Also 

the storage facilities at the different plants result in restrictions with regard to how salt can be taken out 

of the facility (via shovels or automatically). When the plant to downsize has been chosen, local 

production and financial management decides which installation is the best to tum off. This decision is 

taken on local level and than communicated towards master planning at Amersfoort. 
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Appendix Sl: Current evaluation structure 

Performance indicators are essential when one wants to steer its business. With moments of evaluation, 

performance is indicated and it can be assessed whether things are done correctly. At management team 

level (see figure 4), operations management has formulated KPl's to track plant performance. These 

performance indicators are moreover of financial nature that measure how plants perform. These 

indicators are communicated to the operations manager and every eight weeks they are discussed with 

the plant managers of Hengelo, Delfzijl and Mariager. The management team will only act on 

deviations in the scores on the performance indicators if a certain trend can be noticed. As we see a list 

of topics that are currently included in the balanced score card, it can be noticed that just indicator 

(customer complaints) actually measures the customer satisfaction level: 

• Safety 

• Production volumes 

• OEE; overall equipment efficiency 

• Raw materials efficiency 

• Energy consumption 

• Variable and fixed costs 

• Shipped quantities 

• Stock levels 

• Customer complaints 

From interviews throughout the organization it can be concluded that customer oriented performance 

indicators are present, but not all are used or known at Delfzijl, Hengelo and Mariager. The current 

balanced score card is more explicitly used by operations management in Amersfoort and financial 

control throughout the whole organization. Therefore aim is to set up a concept proposal for a 

management report in which simple performance indicators are included, that track the customer 

service. In cooperation with marketing & sales manager 0 . Hayard, the following KPl ' s were 

formulated that support measuring customer service level from a marketing and sales point of view: 
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Appendix S2: Sales-oriented KPl's 

Performance Indicator Measure what Measure how Possible problem? 

Reliability 

Maybe: actual production can deviate 

the difference between the compare planned plant production to from planned production due to 

a. Product availability actual and budget production actual production numerous causes. 

customer calls in for an order in a Maybe: customer orders are called in at 

the difference between the specific time slot for order del ivery (a master planning, but also at local 

actual and desired time slot STEM) and how often does the custome1 planning: i.e. no central measurement 

b. STEM by customer receive that time slot possible 

Quality 

the deviations from the No: typicals are already monitored 

typicals ( 5 - I 0 typicals) 
the typicals form the base line of the 

product and the deviations can be 

statistically expressed in variance for 

a. Purity example. Summarize them in a list 

(is more or less the same as 

b. Consistency purity) No: typicals are already monitored 

number of quality oriented include the quality oriented internal and No: customer complaints related to 

complaints from customers external complaints from the current quality are already monitored through th 

c.QDR QDRsystem QDR system 

Logistics 

When order is CIF, measure if goods No: Introduce OTIF system from Delfzij 

were on time at customer. If FOB than in Hengelo, Mariager and include in MR 

Freight time points: measure 
measure freight time points 

difference between arrival 

time, start time of freight and 

difference between actual an< 

contractual load time. JfCIF 

measure also the time the 

a. Lead time vessel takes to the customer 

number of ships vs number o Each vessel must be clean to ensure that Maybe: It is hard to monitor whether 

inspection reports the product quality stays according to vessel was really inspected before freigh 

contract.Currently inspection reports are 

b. Condition of goods made, but not communicated to sales 

As displayed in the above standing concept proposal, there are three main KPf subjects: (I) Reliability, 

(2) Quality and (3) Logistics. All of these three main subjects are further specified with two or three 

KP I' s that measure the score on one of the main subjects. 
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Only at local scheduling level (Delfzijl, Mariager and Hengelo) it is currently known if there are 

deviations from the planned freight time and the actual freight time. In Delfzijl the local logistics 

manager tracks the performance of freight processes intensively. From each vessel the arrival time as 

well as the start and ending time of the freight are registrated. The main measure that is directly derived 

from customer contracts is the OTIF. OTIF is an abbreviation for 'on time and full' and is used by local 

scheduling in Delfzijl to track the freight performance. This KP! measures the extent to which vessels 

are supplied with the product quantity according to contract and whether it has been completed on time. 

This system is not really used at strategic, tactical level or operational (except at Delfzijl) level of the 

organization. On strategic and tactical level (management team and master planning in Amersfoort) use 

the so-called QDR system to register customer complaints. With this system, customer complaints are 

registered in such a way that problem solving activities can be taken. The complaints come from 

external and internal actors and they are moreover focused to deal with complaints on product quality. 

On strategic level, especially for the sales and marketing manager, it would be desirable to also have 

insight on the KPI's as formulated in table 5. With the use of also customer-oriented KP I's, next to the 

financial KPI's that are currently present, it should be possible to measure performance and to monitor 

the customer service level. 
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Appendix T: Distribution fitting customer demand RS 

0,8 

~0,6 
c 
Q) 
::J 
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Goodness-of-Fit Tests for RS 
Kolmo orov-Smirnov Test 

Gamma 
DPLUS 0,110401 
DMINUS 0,0968024 
ON 0,110401 
P-Value 0, 11 

The StatAdvisor 

Histogram 

3 4 
RS 

(X 1000,0) 

This pane shows the results of tests run to determine whether_ can be adequately modeled by a gamma 
distribution. 

Since the smallest P-value amongst the tests performed is larger than 0, 1, we can not reject the idea that_ 
comes from a gamma distribution with 90% confidence. 
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